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POVZETEK

Univerza v Ljubljani
Fakulteta za računalništvo in informatiko

Jure Žbontar
Učenje globokih nevronskih mrež za problem stereo vida

V pričujoči doktorski disertaciji predstavimo metodo za izračun cene ujemanja za pro-
blem stereo vida. Stereo podatkovne množice, na primer KITTI in Middlebury, so v
zadnjih nekaj letih postale dovolj velike, da se lahko problema lotimo z metodami, ki
temeljijo na učenju. Naš pristop temelji na uporabi globoke konvolucijske nevronske
mreže in algoritma za nadzorovano strojno učenje. Učno množico zgradimo iz javno
dostopnih stereo podatkovnih množic. Učni primer sestoji iz para slikovnih zaplat in
pripada enemu izmed dveh razredov: pozitivnemu, ko sta slikovni zaplati v korespon-
denci in negativnemu, ko nista.

Predstavljeni sta dve arhitekturi konvolucijskih nevronskih mrež za učenje podob-
nosti. Prva arhitektura je hitrejša od druge, vendar je izračunana globinska slika v
povprečju manj natančna. V obeh primerih je vhod v nevronsko mrežo par slikovnih
zaplat, izhod pa mera podobnosti med njima. Obe arhitekturi vsebujeta konvolucijski
nevronski mreži, ki slikovni zaplati predstavita z vektorjem značilk. Podobnost med
slikovnima zaplatama je izračunana na vektorju značilk, namesto na svetlostih posa-
meznih slikovnih elementov. Prva arhitektura vektorja značilk primerja s kosinusno
podobnostjo, medtem ko druga arhitektura vektorja primerja z naučeno večnivojsko
nevronsko mrežo.

Razvito metodo primerjamo z uveljavljenimi metodami na treh podatkovnih mno-
žicah – KITTI , KITTI  in Middlebury – in ugotovimo, da je naša metoda
najnatančnejša na vse treh podatkovnih množicah.

Ključne besede: stereo, cena ujemanja, učenje podobnosti, nadzorovano učenje, kon-
volucijska nevronska mreža
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ABSTRACT

University of Ljubljana
Faculty of Computer and Information Science

Jure Žbontar
Training Deep Neural Networks for Stereo Vision

We present a method for extracting depth information from a rectified image pair. Our
approach focuses on the first stage of many stereo algorithms: the matching cost com-
putation. We approach the problem by learning a similarity measure on small image
patches using a convolutional neural network. Training is carried out in a supervised
manner by constructing a binary classification data set with examples of similar and
dissimilar pairs of patches.

We examine two network architectures for learning a similarity measure on image
patches. The first architecture is faster than the second, but produces disparity maps
that are slightly less accurate. In both cases, the input to the network is a pair of
small image patches and the output is a measure of similarity between them. Both
architectures contain a trainable feature extractor that represents each image patch with
a feature vector. The similarity between patches is measured on the feature vectors
instead of the raw image intensity values. The fast architecture uses a fixed similarity
measure to compare the two feature vectors, while the accurate architecture attempts
to learn a good similarity measure on feature vectors.

The output of the convolutional neural network is used to initialize the stereo match-
ing cost. A series of post-processing steps follow: cross-based cost aggregation, semiglobal
matching, a left-right consistency check, subpixel enhancement, a median filter, and a
bilateral filter.

We evaluate our method on the KITTI , KITTI , and Middlebury stereo
data sets and show that it outperforms other approaches on all three data sets.

Key words: stereo, matching cost, similarity learning, supervised learning, convolu-
tional neural networks
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  Introduction J. Žbontar

Figure .
The input is a pair of
images from the left and
right camera. Note that
objects closer to the camera
have larger disparities
than objects farther away.
The output is a dense
disparity map shown on
the right, with warmer
colors representing larger
values of disparity (and
smaller values of depth).

Left input image

Right input image

Output disparity map

1.7 m90 m 20 m

Consider the following problem: given two images taken by cameras at different hor-
izontal positions, we wish to compute the disparity 𝑑 for each pixel in the left image.
Disparity refers to the difference in horizontal location of an object in the left and right
image—an object at position (𝑥, 𝑦) in the left image appears at position (𝑥 − 𝑑, 𝑦) in
the right image. If we know the disparity of an object we can compute its depth 𝑧
using the following relation:

𝑧 =
𝑓𝐵
𝑑 , (.)

where 𝑓 is the focal length of the camera, 𝐵 is the distance between the camera centers.
Figure . depicts the input to and the output from a dense two-frame stereo method.

When an object is photographed, information about its D structure, as well as its
position, is lost. Stereo vision is the process of reconstructing the D model of the scene
from two or more images by finding matching pixels in the images and converting their
D positions into D depths. A stereo method attempts to invert the process of image
formation—projecting points from the image plane back into the scene—to retrieve
the original D structure of objects captured on film. Research on stereo methods
dates back to  and stereo continues to be an active area of research with several
new algorithms published each year.

Learning based approaches are the main topic of this thesis. Two key factors—
the introduction of large stereo data sets and the exponential growth of computing
power—have enabled learning methods to overtake traditional stereo approaches in
terms of accuracy. We focus on two-frame stereo methods and assume that the cameras
differ in horizontal location, but are otherwise identical. While this assumption almost
never holds for physical devices, it can be achieved by a post-processing step known as
image rectification. We consider only dense stereo methods, which produce a depth
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estimate at each pixel in an image.
The left and right images differ mostly in the horizontal location of objects; other

differences are caused by reflections, occlusions, and perspective distortions. The hor-
izontal displacement, or disparity, plays a crucial role in determining the D position
of points in the scene, as objects closer to the image plane are displaced more than
objects farther away. In fact, there is a direct relationship between disparity and depth,
as we saw in Equation ., and the problem of reconstructing a scene from two images
reduces to the problem of determining disparities.

To estimate the disparity of a point in the left image a window-based stereo method
crops a small patch around that point and searches for the most similar patch in the
right image. The search for corresponding points needs to be carried out only in one
dimension—along the epipolar line. There are several ways to define a similarity mea-
sure on image patches and the quality of the disparity map depends strongly on the
similarity measure used. The main contribution of this thesis is a method that attempts
to learn a similarity measure on image patches.

The D structure of a scene can, alternatively, be obtained using active sensors. A
LIDAR sensor illuminates the target scene with laser light and calculates the distance by
measuring the time required for the signal to return. Structured light is the process of
projecting know patterns onto the scene and determining the disparity from multiple
images. The Microsoft Kinect sensor projects an infrared speckle pattern, invisible to
the human eye, onto the scene to determine its D structure using only a single camera.

Stereo methods have some advantages over active sensor: unlike LIDAR, stereo
methods produce a dense disparity map; unlike the Kinect sensor and the structured
light method, stereo methods can be used everywhere, indoor and outdoor; using a
stereo method is usually less expensive and systems that require depth information
usually have cameras already installed; the cameras themselves are typically smaller in
size than some active sensors; and, since only cameras are used, multiple stereo systems
do not interfere with each other. On the other hand, there are some advantages of
using active sensors: they are typically more accurate than stereo methods and can be
used in challenging conditions such as low light.

The output of a stereo algorithm is a dense disparity map, which can be used in
many applications such as obstacle detection; object recognition and localization; au-
tonomous driving; navigation; D mapping; image post-processing, for example, re-
focusing and background subtraction; intermediate view generation; and cartography.
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. Scientific Contributions

The main scientific contributions of this thesis are two new methods for computing
the stereo matching cost. The contributions are itemized in the following list:

The accurate architecture—a convolutional neural network for computing the stereo
matching cost optimized for accuracy.

The accurate architecture consists of two convolutional sub-network that ex-
tract feature vectors from small image patches. The feature vectors are forward-
propagated through a multi-layer neural network that computes their similarity.
The accurate architecture is trained on the KITTI and Middlebury stereo data
sets to produce a good matching cost. Several post-processing steps are applied
to improve the quality of the disparity maps. The error rates of the accurate ar-
chitecture are .  on KITTI , .  on KITTI , and .  on
the Middlebury data set. At the time of publication (November ), these
were the lowest error rates on all three data sets.

The proposed method was orally presented in the Reconstruction Meets Recog-
nition Challenge workshop at the European Conference on Computer Vision
 in Zurich and was published in the Computer Vision and Pattern Recog-
nition conference  [], which took place in Boston. An improved ver-
sion of the accurate architecture is described in our Journal of Machine Learning
Research paper in  [].

The fast architecture—a convolutional neural network for computing the stereo
matching cost optimized for speed.

The accurate architecture produces precise disparity maps, however its range
of application is limited to those that do not require real-time processing. Af-
ter analyzing the network, we discovered that most of the time is spent in the
multi-layer neural network with only a small fraction of time spent in the convo-
lutional sub-networks. By replacing the multi-layer neural network with a fast
operation—the dot product—we were able to compute the disparity maps up
to  times faster. The error rates of the fast architecture are .  on KITTI
, .  on KITTI , and .  on the Middlebury stereo data set.
On small  ×  resolution images with  disparity levels the output of
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the fast architecture is computed in  milliseconds, which is  times faster
compared with the . seconds required by the accurate architecture.

The fast architecture was first presented in our Journal of Machine Learning
Research paper in  [].

The source code of both methods was made available under a permissive free software
license.

The source code of both the fast and the accurate architecture is available on-
line at https://github.com/jzbontar/mc-cnn under the permissive BSD
licence. Several groups already use it in their work [–, , ] and outperform
our method on the KITTI and Middlebury data sets. At the time of writing
(April ), the most accurate stereo methods on both the KITTI [] and
Middlebury [] data sets use our code to compute the stereo matching cost.
Releasing the source code was an important contribution to the field as it al-
lowed other researchers to build on our work and push the boundaries of stereo
matching.

The proposed stereo methods were thoroughly tested and compared with existing
approaches. We evaluated different data augmentation steps, measured the runtime
over many hyperparameter settings, compared the error rate against established match-
ing cost functions, evaluated the effect of each step of the post-processing, simulated
experiments on smaller data sets, measured the network’s performance on the transfer
learning setting by training on one data set and testing on a different data set, and
compared many different hyperparameter settings.

https://github.com/jzbontar/mc-cnn
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. Neural Networks

A neural network is a function mapping input vectors to output vectors, parameterized
by a set of weights. Given a training set of input and output pairs, the weights are
adapted so that the outputs of the neural network match the outputs in the training
set as closely as possible. A neural network consists of a network of processing units
called neurons, hence the name.

Neural networks have been studied since the early s [, , , ], at first
as an attempt to model the biological processes in the brain. In this section, however,
we examine neural networks from a statistical modelling point of view and do not
concern ourselves with their biological plausibility.

LeCun et al. [] and Schmidhuber [] provide comprehensive surveys of the
field. This section closely follows the treatment of neural networks given by Bishop
[].

.. Feedforward Neural Networks

A feedforward neural network, also known as a multilayer perceptron, is a neural network,
where the processing units are partitioned into layers, with the outputs of one layer
connected to the inputs of the next layer.

Two-layer Feedforward Network

We first compute 𝑀 weighted sums of input variables 𝑥, … , 𝑥𝐷:

𝑎𝑗 =
𝐷

𝑖=
𝑤()𝑗𝑖 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑤

()
𝑗 , (.)

where 𝑤()𝑗𝑖 and 𝑤()𝑗 are the weights and biases of the first layer. The 𝑀 computed en-
tities, 𝑎𝑗, are known as activations. The activations 𝑎𝑗 are transformed with a nonlinear
function ℎ(⋅), known as the activation function:

𝑧𝑗 = ℎ(𝑎𝑗) (.)

Many different activation functions are used in today’s neural network architectures.
Some of the more common activations functions are

the logistic sigmoid activation function: ℎ(𝑡) = 
+𝑒−𝑡 ,
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Figure .
The logistic sigmoid
activation, tanh activation,
and rectified linear unite
plotted on a graph.

the tanh activation function: ℎ(𝑡) = 𝑒𝑡−𝑒−𝑡
𝑒𝑡+𝑒−𝑡 , and

the rectified linear unit: ℎ(𝑡) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(, 𝑡)

The activation function are depicted in Figure .. The rectified linear unit is the
prevalent activation function in modern deep neural networks and plays a crucial role
in achieving good performance [].

The entities 𝑧𝑗 are the outputs of the first layer. In the context of neural networks
they are known as hidden units. The values of the hidden units are combined to give
the 𝐾 output unit activations:

𝑎𝑘 =
𝑀

𝑗=
𝑤()𝑘𝑗 𝑧𝑗 + 𝑤

()
𝑘 , (.)

where 𝑤()𝑘𝑗 and 𝑤()𝑘 are the weights and biases of the second layer.
An appropriate nonlinear function 𝑔(⋅) transforms the activations on the last layer to

produce the final outputs 𝑦𝑘. The activation function at the last layer depends on the
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Figure .
A two-layer neural network
can be represented as a
network diagram. The
edges in the network
correspond to weights and
nodes to processing units.

inputs outputshidden units

x2

x1

xD

y2

y1

yK

...
... ...

nature and the distribution of the target variables. For regression problems—where
the targets are real numbers and, given the inputs, follow a normal distribution—
the identity function is used, that is 𝑔(𝑥) = 𝑥. On binary classification problems—
where the targets categorical and follow a Bernoulli distribution—the logistic sigmoid
function is more appropriate, that is, 𝑔(𝑥) = 

+𝑒−𝑥 .
If we combine the individual stages of computation, we derive a single equation

that defines the output of a two-layer feedforward network. Let 𝐱 ∈ ℝ𝐷 be a vector
of inputs and 𝐰 be a set of weights partitioned into matrices 𝐰() ∈ ℝ𝑀×(𝐷+) and
𝐰() ∈ ℝ𝐾×(𝑀+). The 𝑘-th output of the network is defined as

𝑦𝑘(𝐱,𝐰) = 𝑔(
𝑀

𝑗=
𝑤()𝑘𝑗 ℎ(

𝐷

𝑖=
𝑤()𝑗𝑖 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑤

()
𝑗 ) + 𝑤

()
𝑘 ). (.)

The architecture of a two-layer feedforward network is sometimes represented as a net-
work diagram, such as the one shown in Figure ..

Two-layer feedforward networks can approximate any continuous function on com-
pact subsets of ℝ𝐾 to arbitrary precision (Cybenko [], Hornik [], Hornik et al.
[]). While the universal approximation theorems are reassuring, care should be taken
not to overestimate their value in practice. The universal approximation network al-
locates several neurons to each region of the input space and learns the correct output
for that region. With this construction, the number of hidden layers required to ap-
proximate an arbitrary function grows exponentially in the dimension of the input
space.

If, instead, we choose to use a network with more hidden layers, it can result in a
reduction of the number of hidden units required []. Even though the universal ap-
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proximation theorems state that one hidden layer is enough to represent any function,
it is often more efficient to use a deeper network.

Multi-layer Feedforward Network

A two-layer feedforward network can be generalized to contain any number of hidden
layers. We can view a two-layer feedforward network, described in Equation ., as
a composition of two function, 𝑓()(⋅) and 𝑓()(⋅). Ignoring the dependence on the
weights 𝐰, the output of a two-layer neural network is defined as

𝑦(𝐱) = (𝑓() ∘ 𝑓())(𝐱), (.)

with ∘ denoting function composition and 𝑓()(⋅), a function from ℝ𝐷 to ℝ𝐾 , and
𝑓()(⋅), a function from ℝ𝐾 to ℝ𝑀, defined as:

𝑓()𝑗 (𝐱) = ℎ(
𝐷

𝑖=
𝑤()𝑗𝑖 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑤

()
𝑗 ), (.)

𝑓()𝑘 (𝐳) = 𝑔(
𝐾

𝑗=
𝑤()𝑘𝑗 𝑧𝑗 + 𝑤

()
𝑘 ). (.)

The subscripts 𝑗 and 𝑘 in 𝑓()𝑗 (𝐱) and 𝑓()𝑘 (𝐳) denote the 𝑗-th and 𝑘-th output of the
function, respectively. The function 𝑓()(⋅) is the mapping from inputs to activations
of the hidden units and 𝑓()(⋅) is the mapping from hidden units to outputs.

The generalization of two-layer feedforward networks to multi-layer feedforward
networks follows naturally from Equation . by composing𝑁 , rather than two, func-
tions:

𝑦(𝐱) = (𝑓(𝑁) ∘ … ∘ 𝑓())(𝐱), (.)

for appropriate definitions of the function 𝑓(), … , 𝑓(𝑁).
More precisely, let𝑁 denote the number of layers and𝐷, … ,𝐷𝑁 denote the num-

ber of units in each layer (𝐷 is the dimension of the input vector 𝐱). The 𝑘-th output
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Figure .
A multilayer-layer feed-
forward represented as a
network diagram.

. . .
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𝑦𝑘 of a 𝑁-layer feedforward network is computed using the following equations:

𝑧()𝑗 = 𝑥𝑗; (.)

𝑎(𝑙)𝑗 =
𝐷𝑙

𝑖=
𝑤(𝑙)𝑗𝑖 𝑧

(𝑙−)
𝑗 + 𝑤(𝑙)𝑗 for 𝑙 = , … ,𝐷; (.)

𝑧(𝑙)𝑗 = ℎ(𝑎(𝑙)𝑗 ) for 𝑙 = , … ,𝐷 − ; (.)

𝑦𝑘 = 𝑔(𝑎
(𝑁)
𝑗 ); (.)

where 𝑧(𝑙)𝑗 denotes the 𝑗-th activation on the 𝑙-th layer and 𝑦𝑘 denotes the 𝑘-tk output
of the network.

If we define 𝑧(𝑙) =  for 𝑙 = , … ,𝑁 , we can simplify the notation by incorporating
the bias term 𝑤(𝑙)𝑗 into the sum. Equation . can be condensed to

𝑎(𝑙)𝑗 =
𝐷𝑙

𝑖=
𝑤(𝑙)𝑗𝑖 𝑧

(𝑙−)
𝑗 for 𝑙 = ,… ,𝐷. (.)

Note that the sum runs from 𝑖 =  as opposed to 𝑖 =  in Equation ..
The function computed by a multi-layer feedforward network can be represented as

a network diagram as shown in Figure ..

.. Network Training

Network training refers to the process of determining a good set of weights 𝐰. Intu-
itively, we would like the outputs of the network to match the desired outputs on the
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training set. This notion is formalized by introducing the error function. The form
of the error function depends on the type and conditional distribution of the target
variable. In the following section we briefly overview regression problems, where the
target is a continuous variable, and binary classification problems, where the target is a
categorical variable.

Regression

Consider the case of a single target variable 𝑡 that can take on any real value. We assume
that the target variable 𝑡, given 𝐱 and 𝐰, follows a normal distribution:

𝑝(𝑡|𝐱,𝐰) = 𝒩 (𝑡|𝑦(𝐱,𝐰), 𝛽−) =
√

𝛽
𝜋𝑒

− {𝑦(𝐱,𝐰)−𝑡}
𝛽

 , (.)

where 𝑦(𝐱,𝐰) is the output of the network with weights𝐰 on input vector 𝐱 and 𝛽 is
the precision or inverse variance of the normal distribution.

Let𝐗 = {𝐱, … , 𝐱𝑁 } be a set of independent and identically distributed observations
and let 𝐭 = {𝑡, … , 𝑡𝑁 } be a set of corresponding target values, then the likelihood
function is defined as

𝑝(𝐭|𝐗,𝐰, 𝛽) =
𝑁

𝑛=

𝑝(𝑡𝑛|𝐱(𝑛), 𝐰, 𝛽). (.)

A standard way of determining the set of weights of a neural network is to select the
vector𝐰 that maximizes the likelihood function. Maximizing the likelihood is equiv-
alent to minimizing the negative log likelihood, because the logarithm is a monoton-
ically increasing function. We prefer the negative log likelihood function because it
simplifies the mathematical analysis, as well as helps prevent underflows when imple-
menting the algorithm on a computer with limited precision floating point numbers.

From Equations . and ., the negative log likelihood function can be written
as:

𝛽


𝑁

𝑛=
{𝑦(𝐱(𝑛), 𝐰) − 𝑡𝑛} −

𝑁
  𝛽 +

𝑁
 (𝜋). (.)

Leaving out the terms that don’t depend on the weights 𝐰, we arrive at the following
definition of the error function 𝐸(𝐰):

𝐸(𝐰) = 


𝑁

𝑛=
{𝑦(𝐱(𝑛), 𝐰) − 𝑡𝑛}, (.)
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which is referred to the sum-of-squares error function. The maximum likelihood solu-
tion is the vector of weights 𝐰 that minimizes the value of the error function 𝐸(𝐰).

Because of the nonlinear activation function, the error function 𝐸(𝐰) is not convex
and, as a result, obtaining the global minimum is not feasible in practice. Optimization
algorithms will return a local minimum instead.

Binary Classification

In the case of binary classification the target variable 𝑡 can take on one of two values:
𝑡 =  for class 𝐶− and 𝑡 =  for class 𝐶+. The activation function on the final layer of
the network is chosen to be the logistic sigmoid function and the output of the network
𝑦(𝐱,𝐰) is guaranteed to lie on the interval [, ]. We interpret 𝑦(𝑡 = |𝐱) as the
conditional probability of example 𝐱 belonging to class𝐶+, that is 𝑦(𝑡 = |𝐱) = 𝑝(𝐶+).
The probability of example 𝐱 belonging to class𝐶− is computed as 𝑝(𝐶−|𝐱) = −𝑝(𝐶+).
The conditional distribution of the target variable 𝑡, given inputs 𝐱 and weights 𝐰, is
given by a Bernoulli distribution:

𝑝(𝑡|𝐱,𝐰) = 𝑦(𝐱,𝐰)𝑡{ − 𝑦(𝐱,𝐰)}−𝑡. (.)

The error function is obtained by taking the negative logarithm of the likelihood func-
tion. If the examples in the training set are independent and identically distributed,
the error function takes the form:

𝐸(𝐰) = −
𝑁

𝑛=
{𝑡(𝑛)  𝑦(𝑛) + ( − 𝑡(𝑛)) ( − 𝑦(𝑛))}, (.)

where 𝑦(𝐱(𝑛), 𝐰) is written as 𝑦(𝑛) for brevity. This error function is referred to as the
binary cross-entropy error function.

Parameter Optimization

Having defined the error function 𝐸(𝐰) for a regression task in Equation . and a
binary classification task in Equation ., we now consider the problem of searching
for the weights 𝐰 that minimize the error function 𝐸(𝐰).

Let ∇𝐸(𝐰) denote the gradient of function 𝐸(⋅) at 𝐰. The gradient is the vector of
partial derivatives of the error function with respect to each weight,

∇𝐸(𝐰) = 
𝜕𝐸
𝜕𝑤

, … , 𝜕𝐸𝜕𝑤𝑛

𝑇

. (.)
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Figure .
A graph plotting the error
function 𝐸(𝑤 , 𝑤) of a
small network, with two
weights.

The error function 𝐸(𝐰) can be viewed as a continuous surface sitting over weight
space. Consider the extremely simple two-layer neural network with one input, one
hidden layer, one output, no biases and the  activation function. The output
function computed by such a network is defined as

𝑦(𝑥, 𝑤, 𝑤) = (𝑤 ⋅ (𝑤 ⋅ 𝑥)). (.)

Furthermore, let the training set contain a single example with 𝑥 = . and 𝑡 = ..
The sum-of-squares error function 𝐸(𝑤, 𝑤) is defined as

𝐸(𝑤, 𝑤) = (. − (𝑤 ⋅ (𝑤 ⋅ .))), (.)

which can be plotted as a surface graph. See Figure ..
Since the error function is not convex there will be, in general, many points where

the gradient vanishes, ∇𝐸(𝐰) = . These points are called stationary and can be
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classified into minima, maxima, and saddle points. This implies that finding the global
minimum by obtaining an analytical expression for ∇𝐸(𝐰) =  is not possible, and
we have to resort to iterative methods instead. Iterative methods are not guaranteed to
find the global minimum of the error function 𝐸(𝐰). This might sound discouraging,
however, experience and some recent theoretical results by Choromanska et al. []
have shown that settling to a local minimum is good enough for successful application
of neural networks.

Gradient Descent Optimization

One of the simplest and most widely used optimization methods for minimizing the
error function of neural networks is gradient descent. Gradient descent is an iterative
algorithm. The algorithm begins with an initial value of the weights𝐰() and performs
a series of iterations, producing a new weight vector𝐰(𝜏) at each iteration. In this sec-
tion, we use the superscript notation (𝜏) to denote iteration number. The initial weights
𝐰() are typically chosen to be small random numbers. One strategy is to draw them
from a zero-mean normal distribution with an appropriate standard deviation [].
Several other initializations have been examined [, , ].

One iteration of gradient descent can be expressed with the following equation:

𝐰(𝜏+) = 𝐰(𝜏) − 𝜂∇𝐸(𝐰(𝜏)), (.)

where 𝜂 >  denotes the learning rate. At each iteration, the gradient of the error
function is evaluated at𝐰(𝜏)—the current candidate for the weights. Since the gradient
vector points in the direction of steepest ascent, we move in the opposite direction of
the gradient, hence the minus sign in Equation .. The learning rate 𝜂 controls the
amount of change applied to the weight vector at each iteration. It affects the number
of iterations required before the method settles at a local minimum. A learning rate
that is too small causes the method to converge slowly, while a learning rate that is too
large causes the method to diverge.

The gradient computation ∇𝐸(𝐰(𝜏)) in Equation . involves iterating over the
entire training set. Methods that have this property are referred to as batch meth-
ods. Alternative methods exist and have proven useful in practice, especially on large
data sets. Recall from Equations . and . that the error function obtained by
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maximum likelihood decomposes into a sum of terms, one for each training example,

𝐸(𝐰) =
𝑁

𝑛=

𝐸𝑛(𝐰). (.)

In stochastic gradient descent the update rule from Equation . is replaced by

𝐰(𝜏+) = 𝐰(𝜏) − 𝜂∇𝐸𝑛(𝐰(𝜏)). (.)

At each iteration the weight update is based on the gradient of the error function
computed on a single training example. Computing the gradient on a single example
requires significantly less time than using the entire training set and, as a consequence,
the weights are updated more frequently.

A compromise between batch and stochastic gradient descent is a method that com-
putes the gradient on a subset of training examples. This is known as mini-batch gra-
dient descent. The update rule for mini-batch gradient descent is

𝐰(𝜏+) = 𝐰(𝜏) − 𝜂
𝑛∈𝐵

∇𝐸𝑛(𝐰(𝜏)), (.)

where 𝐵 denotes the set of examples in the mini-batch. One advantage of stochastic
or mini-batch gradient descent over batch gradient descent is in the way they handle
redundancy in the training set. Consider, as an extreme example, a new data set that
is constructed by duplicating each training example. Note that the direction of the
gradient is not affected; the new gradient is equal to the gradient on the original data set
multiplied by . Batch gradient descent would require twice as much time to compute
the gradient, whereas the two online methods would not be affected by the change.
Another possible advantage of online methods is their ability to escape saddle points
and local minima, because the error surface in online methods is constantly changing;
at each iteration we follow the gradient of a different error function.

The optimization process can be improved by modelling inertia in the descent pro-
cess. This is referred to as training with momentum. The weight update rule from
Equation . is rewritten as the following two equations:

𝐯(𝜏+) = 𝑚𝐯(𝜏) − 𝜂∇𝐸𝑛(𝐰(𝜏)), (.)

𝐰(𝜏+) = 𝐰(𝜏) + 𝐯(𝜏+), (.)
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Figure .
The output of a rectified
linear unit in black plotted
together with subtangent
lines at 𝑥 =  in red.
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where we introduce a new vector of velocities 𝐯. The vector 𝐯 is the same size as the
vector of weights𝐰 and contains the velocity of each weight in𝐰. The velocity vector
is initialized to zero, that is, 𝐯() = 𝟎. At each step, the velocities are attenuated by
a factor  ≤ 𝑚 ≤ , known as the momentum term, and adjusted according to the
gradient at that point. The weights are updated by adding the current candidate for the
weights𝐰(𝜏) and the velocity vector 𝐯(𝜏+). Training with momentum helps in escaping
local minima and increases the rate of change of weights whose partial derivatives don’t
switch sign often.

Subgradient Descent

A minor technical complication arises when applying gradient descent to a function
that is not differentiable on all points in its domain. This happens, for example, when
minimizing the error function of a neural network that contains rectified linear units
or max pooling. In such cases, subgradient descent should be used in place of gradient
descent. If the function is differentiable, subgradient descent and gradient descent
return the same result. The subgradient descent method was developed by Shor [].

A subderivative generalizes the derivative to functions that are not differentiable. A
subderivative of a function 𝑓 ∶ ℝ → ℝ at point 𝑥 in the open interval 𝐼 is a real
number 𝑐 such that

𝑓(𝑥) − 𝑓(𝑥) ≥ 𝑐(𝑥 − 𝑥) (.)

for all 𝑥 ∈ 𝐼 . The intuition behind a subderivative is illustrated in Figure ..
If 𝑓 is convex, then the set of all subderivatives at 𝑥 is the non-empty closed interval

[𝑎, 𝑏], where 𝑎 and 𝑏 are the left and right derivatives, respectively. For example, the set
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of all subderivatives for a rectified linear unit ℎ(𝑥) = (, 𝑥) at 𝑥 =  is the closed
interval [, ].

A subgradient is a generalization of a subderivative to functions with multiple inputs.
A subgradient of a function 𝑓 ∶ ℝ𝑛 → ℝ at 𝑥𝑜 ∈ ℝ𝑛 in 𝐼 is any vector 𝑔 ∈ ℝ𝑛 such
that

𝑓(𝑥) − 𝑓(𝑥) ≥ 𝑔𝑇 (𝑥 − 𝑥) (.)

for all 𝑥 ∈ 𝐼 .
The update step in subgradient descent is defined as

𝐰(𝜏+) = 𝐰(𝜏) − 𝜂𝑔(𝐰(𝜏)), (.)

where 𝑔(𝐰(𝜏)) is any subgradient of the error function 𝐸 at 𝐰(𝜏). Note the similar-
ity with Equation ., which defines the update step of gradient descent. The only
difference is that the gradient ∇𝐸(𝐰(𝜏)) is replaced by the subgradient 𝑔(𝐰(𝜏)).

.. Error Backpropagation

Error backpropagation is an efficient method for computing the gradient of the error
function with respect to the weights ∇𝐸(𝐰) (Werbos [], Rumelhart [], and
LeCun [, ]).

We focus on computing ∇𝐸𝑛(𝐰), the gradient of the error function with respect to
a single training example. The gradient with respect to the entire training set—or a
batch of training examples—is obtained by summing ∇𝐸𝑛(𝐰) element-wise:

∇𝐸(𝐰) =
𝑁

𝑛=

∇𝐸𝑛(𝐰) (.)

As an introductory example, consider a feedforward network without hidden layers,
and let the target 𝐭 be a vector of real numbers. The output of the network 𝑦𝑘 is
computed as a linear combination of the inputs 𝑥𝑖:

𝑦𝑘 =
𝑖
𝑤𝑘𝑖𝑥𝑖, (.)

where the bias term is included in the sum by defining 𝑥 = . The error function
𝐸𝑛(𝐰), derived from Equation ., takes the form

𝐸𝑛(𝐰) =



𝑘
(𝑦(𝑛)𝑘 − 𝑡(𝑛)𝑘 ), (.)
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where 𝑦(𝑛)𝑘 = 𝑦𝑘(𝐱(𝑛), 𝐰) is the 𝑘-th output of the network on the 𝑛-th training example.
The partial derivative of the error function 𝐸𝑛 with respect to a particular weight 𝑤𝑖𝑗 is
given by

𝜕𝐸𝑛
𝜕𝑤𝑖𝑗

= (𝑦(𝑛)𝑗 − 𝑡(𝑛)𝑗 )𝑥
(𝑛)
𝑖 . (.)

A similar result can be obtained for the case of binary classification.
We now derive the equations for the partial derivatives in a multi-layer network. The

output of each unit in a multi-layer feedforward network is given by Equations .
and .:

𝑎𝑗 =
𝑖
𝑤𝑗𝑖𝑧𝑖, (.)

𝑧𝑗 = ℎ(𝑎𝑗). (.)

We assume that a training example 𝐱(𝑛) has been forward-propagated through the net-
work and that the quantities in Equations . and . have been computed and
stored for each unit in the network.

The weight 𝑤𝑗𝑖 affects the error function 𝐸𝑛 only through the value of 𝑎𝑗 and we can
use the chain rule to express 𝜕𝐸𝑛

𝜕𝑤𝑗𝑖
as a product of two terms:

𝜕𝐸𝑛
𝜕𝑤𝑗𝑖

= 𝜕𝐸𝑛
𝜕𝑎𝑗

𝜕𝑎𝑗
𝜕𝑤𝑗𝑖

. (.)

The second term 𝜕𝑎𝑗
𝜕𝑤𝑗𝑖

is equal to 𝑧𝑖 and Equation . is rewritten as:

𝜕𝐸𝑛
𝜕𝑤𝑗𝑖

= 𝛿𝑗𝑧𝑖, (.)

where we defined 𝛿𝑗 = 𝜕𝐸𝑛
𝜕𝑎𝑗

. The 𝛿 terms are referred to as errors. Equation . implies

that we can compute the gradient of the error function ∇𝐸𝑛 if we compute all of the
error terms 𝛿.

From Equation ., the errors on the output layers of a feedforward neural network
are computed as

𝛿𝑘 = 𝑦𝑘 − 𝑡𝑘. (.)
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This holds for both regression and binary classification problems, provided that the
appropriate activation function is used at the last layer.

We turn our attention to computing the errors for the hidden units. Let 𝛿𝑗 = 𝜕𝐸𝑛
𝜕𝑎𝑗

denote the error of a hidden unit. The value 𝑎𝑗 of a hidden unit is used to compute its
activation 𝑧𝑗, which is consumed by units in the succeeding layer to compute 𝑎′𝑘. This
is illustrated in Figure .. The value 𝑎𝑗 affects the error 𝐸𝑛 only through the values of
𝑎′, … , 𝑎′𝑘, and we can use the chain rule again to derive an equation for 𝛿𝑗:

𝛿𝑗 =
𝜕𝐸𝑛
𝜕𝑎𝑗

=
𝑘

𝜕𝐸𝑛
𝜕𝑎′𝑘

𝜕𝑎′𝑘
𝜕𝑎𝑗

. (.)

The first term is the error of a unit in the next layer:

𝜕𝐸𝑛
𝜕𝑎′𝑘

= 𝛿′𝑘. (.)

The second term is derived by applying the chain rule yet again:

𝜕𝑎′𝑘
𝜕𝑎𝑗

= 𝜕𝑎′𝑘
𝜕𝑧𝑗

𝜕𝑧𝑗
𝜕𝑎𝑗

= 𝑤𝑘𝑗ℎ′(𝑎𝑗). (.)

Combining all the derived equations, we arrive at the final equation for the error term
𝛿𝑗:

𝛿𝑗 = ℎ′(𝑎𝑗)
𝑘
𝑤𝑘𝑗𝛿′𝑘. (.)

Note that 𝛿𝑗 is computed only after all 𝛿′𝑘s on the next layer are known.
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To summarize, error backpropagation computes the gradient of the error function
𝐸𝑛 with respect to the weights𝐰 for a single training example 𝐱(𝑛) using the following
steps:

. Forward propagate the input vector 𝐱(𝑛) using Equations . and ..

. Compute the errors 𝛿𝑘 for all output units using Equation ..

. Compute the errors 𝛿𝑗 for all hidden units using Equation ..

. Compute the partial derivatives with respect to the weights using ..

The backpropagation algorithm can be applied to networks with a general structure,
the only restriction being that there are no cycles in the network diagram, that is, the
input of any processing unit must not depend on its output.

The Jacobian Matrix

The Jacobian matrix 𝙹 of a function 𝑓 ∶ ℝ𝑛 → ℝ𝑚 is a 𝑚 × 𝑛 matrix of partial
derivatives defined as

𝙹 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

𝜕𝑓
𝜕𝑥

… 𝜕𝑓
𝜕𝑥𝑛

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝜕𝑓𝑚
𝜕𝑥

… 𝜕𝑓𝑚
𝜕𝑥𝑛

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (.)

It is customary to break the implementation of a neural network system into mod-
ules. The output of the network is computed by composing the functions these mod-
ules implement. For example, a multi-layer neural network is composed of modules
that compute the fully-connected layer from Equation ., the activation functions
from Equation ., and a module that computes the cost function. Creating a new
module consists of defining two function, one for the forward pass, called fprop, and
one for the backward pass, called bprop¹

The Jacobian matrix can be used to verify that the bprop function correctly com-
putes the gradients. This is achieved by computing the Jacobian matrix twice, once by

¹The backward pass is usually written as two separate functions, one for computing the gradient with respect
to the inputs and one for computing the gradient with respect to the weights of the module. For modules that
don’t have weights (for example, the modules implementing activation functions) writing the former function
suffices.
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repeated calls to fprop and once by repeated calls to bprop. If the matrices obtained
by the two approaches differ, that is, if the Frobenius norm of their difference is large,
then we know there is an error in the implementation of either the fprop or the bprop
function.

The Jacobian matrix can be computed from𝑚 calls to the bprop function as follows:

. Choose an input vector 𝐱 ∈ ℝ𝑛 at which to compute the Jacobian matrix.

. Use the fprop function to compute the output 𝑓(𝑥) ∈ ℝ𝑚.

. Repeat for 𝑖 = , … ,𝑚, once for each output:

Set the vector of incoming errors 𝛿 to zero, except for the 𝑖-th component,
which you set to one.

Call bprop and store the results in the 𝑖-th row of the Jacobian matrix.

The Jacobian matrix can be computed from the fprop function with finite differ-
ences. This is achieved by perturbing each input and measuring how the perturbation
affects the outputs:

𝙹𝑖𝑗 =
𝜕𝑓𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑗

=
𝑓𝑖(𝑥𝑗 + 𝜖) − 𝑓𝑖(𝑥𝑗)

𝜖 + 𝑂(𝜖), (.)

for a small 𝜖 > . A small value of 𝜖 improves the accuracy of the approximation, while
a large value of 𝜖 reduces numerical roundoff errors. 𝑛+ calls to fprop are required to
estimate the Jacobian matrix using Equation .. The accuracy of the finite difference
method can be improved by using symmetrical central differences which take the form

𝙹𝑖𝑗 =
𝜕𝑓𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑗

=
𝑓𝑖(𝑥𝑗 + 𝜖) − 𝑓𝑖(𝑥𝑗 − 𝜖)

𝜖 + 𝑂(𝜖). (.)

𝑛 calls to fprop are required to compute the Jacobian matrix using Equation ..

.. Convolutional Neural Networks

Convolutional neural networks are a specific architecture of neural networks designed
to process data that have a grid-like structure. Examples of input data with a grid
structure include time-series or audio data, which can be thought of as a D grid;
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images, which have a D structure; and video, which can be thought of as a series of
images, and are therefore D. Convolutional neural networks should be used only if
the input data satisfy the following two conditions.

First, neighbouring values of the grid should be correlated. In natural images, for
example, this property holds, because neighbouring pixels are likely to have similar
image intensity values. This implies that the number of image patches that occur in
natural images is much smaller than the number of all possible image patches. This
makes it possible to encode the information contained in an image patch by using
fewer values than the number of pixels in the patch.

Second, local statistics of the input data should be the same on all positions on the
grid. This property is best illustrated with an example. Consider natural images. Local
motifs like edges, corners, and gratings can appear anywhere in an image. Feedforward
neural networks do not take advantage of that and need to learn the appearance of a
motif at each location independently.

Fukushima was the first to describe convolutional neural networks in his work on
the Neocognitron [–]. The weights in the Neocognitron were set by local, winner-
takes-all unsupervised learning rules or by pre-wiring. After training, the Neocognitron
acquires a structure similar to the hierarchy model of the visual nervous system pro-
posed by Hubel and Wiesel [, ]. LeCun [] was the first to use gradient-based
learning to set the weight of convolutional neural networks.

Convolutional neural networks have been used to solve diverse problems such as:
image classification, localization, and detection [, , , , , , ]; face
recognition [, ]; scene labeling [, , , ]; optical flow []; body track-
ing [, ]; image segmentation [, ]; signature verification []; obstacle
avoidance []; learning image descriptors []; predicting surface normals [];
monocular depth estimation [, ]; traffic sign recognition [, ]; and robotics [,
]. The section on convolutional neural networks is modeled after the textbook
by Goodfellow et al. [].

Convolutional Layer

The convolution of functions 𝑥 ∶ ℝ → ℝ and 𝑤 ∶ ℝ → ℝ, denoted 𝑥 ∗ 𝑤, is defined
as the integral of the product of the functions after one is reversed and shifted:

(𝑥 ∗ 𝑤)(𝑡) = 
∞

−∞
𝑥(𝑎)𝑤(𝑡 − 𝑎)𝑎. (.)
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In convolutional neural network terminology, the first term 𝑥 is called the input, the
second term 𝑤 the kernel or weights, and the output is referred to as the feature map.

Functions 𝑥(⋅) and 𝑤(⋅) are usually—at least in a machine learning setting—dis-
cretized and provided as vectors of real values. We define the discrete convolution of
vectors 𝐱 and 𝐰 as

(𝐱 ∗ 𝐰)(𝑡) = 
𝑎
𝑥𝑎𝑤𝑡−𝑎 (.)

We often use convolutions over more than one axis at a time, for example, when
the input to the network is an image. Let 𝐼 denote a matrix representing the input
image and let 𝐾 denote the matrix of weights or the kernel. The discrete convolution
of matrices 𝐼 and 𝐾 is defined as:

(𝐈 ∗ 𝐊)(𝑖, 𝑗) = 
𝑚

𝑛
𝐼[𝑚, 𝑛]𝐾[𝑖 − 𝑚, 𝑗 − 𝑛], (.)

where we use 𝐼[𝑚, 𝑛] to denote the element in the𝑚-th row and 𝑛-th column of matrix
𝐼 . Because convolution is commutative we may write

(𝐈 ∗ 𝐊)(𝑖, 𝑗) = (𝐊 ∗ 𝐈)(𝑖, 𝑗) = 
𝑚

𝑛
𝐾[𝑚, 𝑛]𝐼[𝑖 − 𝑚, 𝑗 − 𝑛], (.)

which is usually the way that convolution is implemented on a computer. Further-
more, many convolution libraries implement the cross-correlation function, which is
the same as convolution without flipping the kernel:

(𝐊 ∗ 𝐈)(𝑖, 𝑗) = 
𝑚

𝑛
𝐾[𝑚, 𝑛]𝐼[𝑖 + 𝑚, 𝑗 + 𝑛]. (.)

From now on we use the term convolution to denote the discrete cross-correlation
operation defined in Equation ..

We focus only on the case of D input data, because this was the setting of our
thesis problem. The input to and the output from a convolutional layer, as well as its
weights, are stored in multi-dimensional arrays known as tensors.

Let 𝑧 and 𝑎 denote three-dimensional tensors of inputs and outputs. The first di-
mension indexes the feature map while the second and third dimensions index the
spatial location². Let 𝑤 denote a four-dimensional tensor of weights. The first and

²Software implementations of neural networks typically represent 𝑧 and 𝑎 as four-dimensional tensors in-
stead. The additional dimension is used to group together examples in mini-batches.
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second dimensions index the weight—a different set of weights is used for each input-
output feature map—while the third and forth dimensions the index spatial location.
We use 𝑏 to denote a one-dimensional tensor of biases. Tensors 𝑤 and 𝑏 constitute the
trainable parameters of a convolutional layer.

The output tensor 𝑎 of a convolutional layer given the input tensor 𝑧, weights 𝑤,
and biases 𝑏 is defined as

𝑎[𝑗, 𝑘, 𝑙] = 𝑏[𝑗] +
𝑖
(𝑤[𝑖, 𝑗, ∶, ∶] ∗ 𝑧[𝑖, ∶, ∶])(𝑘, 𝑙) (.)

= 𝑏[𝑗] +
𝑖

𝑚

𝑛
𝑤[𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑚, 𝑛] 𝑧[𝑖, 𝑘 + 𝑚, 𝑙 + 𝑛], (.)

where 𝑤[𝑖, 𝑗, ∶, ∶] denotes a two-dimensional tensor of the (𝑖, 𝑗)-th weight and 𝑧[𝑖, ∶, ∶]
denotes a two-dimensional tensor of the 𝑖-th input feature map. The output feature
map 𝑗 at location (𝑘, 𝑙) is obtained by convolving each input feature map with the
corresponding kernel at location (𝑘, 𝑙), summing the results, and adding the bias.

A convolutional layer differs from a linear layer in two ways: () some weights in
a convolutional layer are shared, which means that the same kernel is applied at all
spatial locations of the input; () a neuron is connected only to a local neighbourhood
of neurons from the preceding layer.

A convolutional layer is equivarient to translation. A function 𝑓(⋅) is equivarient
to function 𝑔(⋅) if 𝑓(𝑔(𝑥)) = 𝑔(𝑓(𝑥)), that is, if the input to a function changes, the
output changes in the same way. In the context of convolutional neural networks,
𝑔(⋅) represents translation and 𝑓(⋅) represents the convolutional layer defined in Equa-
tion .. For example, let 𝑔(𝑧[𝑖, 𝑘, 𝑙]) = 𝑧[𝑖, 𝑘, 𝑙 − ] represent a translation by one
pixel to the right. If we shift the input and then apply convolution the results are the
same as if we first apply convolution and then shift the output. A convolutional layer
is not equivarient to other transformations such as rotation or scaling.

In a typical convolutional neural network, the convolution layer defined in Equa-
tion . is followed by a nonlinear activation function, typically the rectifying lin-
ear unit. Several convolutional layers may be chained together. A pooling and sub-
sampling layer, described in the next section, is also often used. Figure . depicts a
small segment of a larger convolutional neural network.
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Convolutions Subsampling

Figure .
A small segment of a
convolutional neural
network, showing a
convolutional layer
followed by a sub-sampling
layer.

Pooling and Sub-sampling Layer

A pooling layer computes summary statistics at nearby locations of the input tensor.
Pooling may be used on data with a grid-like structure. Since we use pooling only on
images in this work, we will focus on two-dimensional input data.

Let 𝑧 and 𝑎 denote three-dimensional tensors of inputs and outputs, with the first
dimension indexing the feature map and the last two dimensions indexing the spatial
location. A max pooling layer with a window size of 𝑑 is defined as

𝑎[𝑗, 𝑘, 𝑙] = {𝑧[𝑗, 𝑘 + 𝑚, 𝑙 + 𝑛] ∶ 𝑚, 𝑛 ∈ {, … , 𝑑 − }}. (.)

The output of a max pooling layer of the 𝑗-th feature map at location (𝑘, 𝑙) is defined
as the largest value of the 𝑗-th input feature map in a 𝑑 × 𝑑 window with its upper left
corner at (𝑘, 𝑙).

It is possible to replace the  function in Equation . with other summary
statistics, such as the average, an L norm, or a weighted average based on the distance
from the central pixel.

The intuition behind the pooling layer is to introduce invariance into the model, so
that small changes in the input don’t change the output. Invariance is a useful property
of the model; we often care more about whether or not some feature appears in the
image than the exact location of the feature.

After the max pooling operation described in Equation . many neighbouring
units will have the same value, due to the nature of the  function. To remove
this redundancy, a sub-sampling layer usually follows. The output of the sub-sampling
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layer with stride 𝑠 is defined as

𝑎[𝑗, 𝑘, 𝑙] = 𝑧[𝑗, 𝑠𝑘, 𝑠𝑙], (.)

where 𝑧 and 𝑎 are three-dimensional tensors of inputs and outputs. The sub-sampling
layer keeps every 𝑠-th value and discards the rest. The width and height of the out-
put tensor 𝑎 are 𝑠-times smaller than the width and height of the input tensor 𝑧, and,
because of this reduction in spatial resolution, sub-sampling also improves the com-
putational efficiency. While the sub-sampling stride 𝑠 can be chosen to be the same
as the max pooling window size 𝑑 it is also common to use 𝑠 < 𝑑 and have the pool-
ing regions overlap. We have defined the max pooling and sub-sampling layers in two
separate equations. Most implementations, however, combine these two operations to
avoid computing max pooling outputs that will be discarded in the subsequent sub-
sampling step.

. Two-View Geometry

This section reviews the geometry of two perspective views and describes the process of
image formation, epipolar geometry and derives the fundamental matrix for a parallel
camera stereo rig. We follow the presentation given in the textbook Multiple View
Geometry in Computer Vision by Hartley and Zisserman [].

.. Camera Models

The process of image formation is modelled by a central projection. We use bold low-
ercase letters (𝐱, 𝐲, 𝐳) to denote D column vectors. Bold uppercase letters (𝐗,𝐘, 𝐙)
denote D column vectors. When convenient, we write the elements of the vector
explicitly, such as (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧), in which case, the vector represents a row vector; that is
𝐗 = (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)𝑇 , where (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)𝑇 is the transpose of (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧).

Homogeneous Representation of Lines A line in the plane is defined as the set of points
(𝑥, 𝑦) for which the following equation holds: 𝑎𝑥+𝑏𝑦+𝑐 = , where 𝑎, 𝑏, and 𝑐 are real
numbers. The same line can be represented as a D column vector (𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐)𝑇 , but the
correspondence between lines and vectors is not one-to-one. Consider, for example,
vectors 𝑘(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐)𝑇 = (𝑘𝑎, 𝑘𝑏, 𝑘𝑐)𝑇 and (𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐)𝑇 . The vectors represent the same line
because 𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏𝑦 + 𝑐 =  if and only if (𝑘𝑎)𝑥 + (𝑘𝑏)𝑦 + 𝑘𝑐 =  for 𝑘 ≠  and, in that
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sense, the vectors 𝑘(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐)𝑇 and (𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐)𝑇 are equivalent. Vectors with this equivalence
relation are called homogeneous vectors.

Homogeneous Representation of Points A point in D Euclidean space is represented
as an ordered pair of real numbers: 𝐱 = (𝑥, 𝑦)𝑇 . Let 𝐥 = (𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐)𝑇 represent a line in
the plane. The point 𝐱 lies on line 𝐥 if and only if 𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏𝑦 + 𝑐 = . We can write this
condition more succinctly using a single dot product (𝑥, 𝑦, )𝐥 = , where the point
(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑇 is written as a -vector (𝑥, 𝑦, )𝑇 by appending a final coordinate . The new
representation has an interesting property, namely that the point (𝑥, 𝑦, )𝑇 lies on line
𝐥 if and only if the point (𝑘𝑥, 𝑘𝑦, 𝑘)𝑇 = 𝑘(𝑥, 𝑦, )𝑇 lies on line 𝐥. It is, therefore, natural
to associate (𝑥, 𝑦, )𝑇 and (𝑘𝑥, 𝑘𝑦, 𝑘)𝑇 with the same point (𝑥, 𝑦) in ℝ. Similar to the
case with lines, points in D will often be represented as homogeneous -vector. A
point 𝐱 = (𝑥, 𝑥, 𝑥)𝑇 in homogeneous coordinates lies on a line 𝐥 = (𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐)𝑇 if and
only if the following holds:

𝐱𝑇 𝐥 = . (.)

To summarize, a point inℝ can be represented either as an inhomogeneous -vector
(𝑥, 𝑦) or a homogeneous -vector (𝑘𝑥, 𝑘𝑦, 𝑘), for any non-zero value of 𝑘.

Line joining points Let 𝐱 and 𝐲 denote two points in homogeneous coordinates. The
line 𝐥 that passes through points 𝐱 and 𝐲 is defined as the cross-product

𝐥 = 𝐱 × 𝐲. (.)

To see this, recall some properties of the scalar triple product 𝐚𝑇 (𝐛×𝐜), namely 𝐚𝑇 (𝐚×
𝐛) =  and 𝐛𝑇 (𝐚×𝐛) = . Line 𝐥 passes through point 𝐱 if and only if 𝐱𝑇 𝐥 = , which
holds because 𝐱𝑇 𝐥 = 𝐱𝑇 (𝐱 × 𝐲) = . We can prove that line 𝐥 passes through point 𝐲
using a similar argument.

Cross product as a matrix-vector multiplication Let both 𝐱 = (𝑥, 𝑥, 𝑥)𝑇 and 𝐲 be -
vectors. We wish to represent the cross-product 𝐱×𝐲 as a matrix-vector multiplication.
We can achieve this by defining an operator that maps a -vector into a  ×  matrix:

[𝐱]× =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

 −𝑥 𝑥
𝑥  −𝑥
−𝑥 𝑥 

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (.)
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Figure .
The pinhole camera and
the pinhole camera model.
In the camera model the
image plane is in front of
the camera center.
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and writing the cross-product as

𝐱 × 𝐲 = [𝐱]×𝐲. (.)

Central Projection Let 𝙿 be a × matrix. A central projection, 𝑝, is a linear mapping
from homogeneous -vectors to homogeneous -vectors defined as 𝑝(𝐗) = 𝙿𝐗. The
matrix 𝙿 is known as the projection matrix.

The Basic Pinhole Camera

We assume that cameras follow the rules of the central projection, resulting in the
pinhole model, shown in Figure .. Furthermore, we assume the center of projection
is at 𝐂 = (, , )𝑇 and that the image plane is the plane 𝑍 = 𝑓. The point 𝐂 is called
the camera center or optical center. The line that passes through the camera center and is
perpendicular to the image plane is called the principal axis. The point 𝐩 = (, , 𝑓)𝑇 ,
at which the principal axis intersects the image plane is called the principal point. Under
the central projection, a point in space with coordinates 𝐗 = (𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍)𝑇 is mapped
to the point where the line joining 𝐂 and 𝐗 intersects the image plane. We derive the
mapping from D scene points to D image points by considering similar triangles in
Figure .. The mapping is given by:

(𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍)𝑇 ↦ (𝑓𝑋/𝑍, 𝑓𝑌/𝑍)𝑇 . (.)

In an actual camera, the image plane lies behind the camera center, but in this
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Figure .
Using similar triangles to
explain projection.

work—and in computer vision in general—we place the image plane in front of the
camera center for mathematical convenience.

Central Projection Using Homogeneous Coordinates

When homogeneous coordinates are used to represent world and image points, the
mapping in Equation . can be expressed as a central projection,

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

𝑋
𝑌
𝑍


⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
↦

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

𝑓𝑋
𝑓𝑌
𝑍

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

𝑓   
 𝑓  
   

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

𝑋
𝑌
𝑍


⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (.)

The  ×  projection matrix in Equation . can be written as the product of two
matrices: diag(𝑓, 𝑓, )[𝐼 | ], where diag(𝑓, 𝑓, ) is a  ×  diagonal matrix and [𝐼 | ]
is a  ×  matrix composed of a  ×  identity matrix and a  ×  vector of zeros.

Let 𝐗 = (𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍, )𝑇 denote the world point as a homogeneous -vector and let 𝐱
denote the image point as a homogeneous -vector, then the central projection under
the basic pinhole model can be written as

𝐱 = diag(𝑓, 𝑓, )[𝐼 | ]𝐗. (.)

Principal Point Offset

It is convenient to move the origin of the image plane away from the principal point
so that it corresponds with the lower-left corner of the image. We extend the mapping
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from Equation . and get the following mapping:

(𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍)𝑇 ↦ (𝑓𝑋/𝑍 + 𝑝𝑥, 𝑓𝑌/𝑍 + 𝑝𝑦)𝑇 , (.)

where (𝑝𝑥, 𝑝𝑦)𝑇 is the new origin of the image plane. Using homogeneous coordinates,
we can express this mapping as a central projection,

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

𝑋
𝑌
𝑍


⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
↦

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

𝑓𝑋 + 𝑍𝑝𝑥
𝑓𝑌 + 𝑍𝑝𝑦

𝑍

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

𝑓  𝑝𝑥 
 𝑓 𝑝𝑦 
   

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

𝑋
𝑌
𝑍


⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (.)

With the addition of the principal point offset, the projection matrix becomes 𝑃 =
𝐾[𝐼 | ], where the  ×  matrix 𝐾 , called the camera calibration matrix, is defined as

𝐾 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

𝑓  𝑝𝑥
 𝑓 𝑝𝑦
  

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (.)

The pinhole model with the addition of the principal point offset is, therefore, defined
as 𝐱 = 𝐾[𝐼 | ]𝐗.

Camera Rotation and Translation

We have, thus far, assumed that the camera is located at the origin of a Euclidean
coordinate system with the principal coordinate pointing in the direction of the z-axis.
We call this coordinate system the camera coordinate frame. In general this assumption
will not hold and points in space will be represented in terms of a different coordinate
system, known as the world coordinate frame. The two coordinate frames are related by
a rotation and a translation:

�̃�𝑋𝑋cam = 𝑅(�̃�𝑋𝑋 − �̃�), (.)

where �̃�𝑋𝑋 is a point in the world coordinate frame, �̃�𝑋𝑋cam is the same point in the camera
coordinate frame, 𝑅 is a  ×  rotation matrix encoding the orientation of the camera
relative to the world coordinate frame and �̃� is the camera center in the world coor-
dinate frame. Vectors �̃�𝑋𝑋cam, �̃�𝑋𝑋, and �̃� are represented using inhomogeneous -vectors
as indicated by the tilde sign above their names. Equation . can also be written in
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homogeneous coordinates:

𝐗cam =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
𝑅 −𝑅�̃�
 

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ 𝐗, (.)

and the projection is defined as

𝐱 = 𝐾[𝐼 | ]𝐗cam = 𝐾𝑅[𝐼 | − �̃�]𝐗. (.)

The three parameters contained in matrix 𝐾 are called the internal camera parameters,
while the parameters in 𝑅 and �̃� which give the position and orientation of the camera
relative to the world coordinate frame are called external camera parameters.

Digital Camera

Since digital cameras may have rectangular, rather than square, pixels we need to adjust
our mathematical model accordingly. Let 𝑚𝑥 and𝑚𝑦 be the number of pixels per unit
distance in the x and y direction, respectively. To account for the uneven pixel scaling,
matrix 𝐾 , defined in Equation ., takes the form:

𝐾 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

𝛼𝑥  𝑥
 𝛼𝑦 𝑦
  

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (.)

where 𝛼𝑥 = 𝑓𝑚𝑥 and 𝛼𝑦 = 𝑓𝑚𝑦 represent the focal lengths of the digital camera in
pixels. Likewise, 𝑥 = 𝑚𝑥𝑝𝑥 and 𝑦 = 𝑚𝑦𝑝𝑦 represent the camera center in pixels.

Summary

The mapping from world points to image points is modeled with the central projection.
Let 𝐗 be homogeneous -vector, 𝐱 be a homogeneous -vector, and let 𝑃 be a  × 
projection matrix. In the process of image formation, the world point 𝐗 is mapped to
the image points 𝐱 in the following way:

𝐱 = 𝙿𝐗 = 𝐾𝑅[𝐼 | − �̃�]𝐗 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

𝛼𝑥  𝑥
 𝛼𝑦 𝑦
  

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
𝑅[𝐼 | − �̃�]𝐗. (.)
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Figure .
Barrel distortion is a lens
effect that causes an image
to appear as if it has been
wrapped around a sphere.

Lens Distortion

Using an actual pinhole camera is not the best way to take images because the amount
of light that passes through the pinhole is small. A lens is typically used in place of the
pinhole, which increases the amount of light reaching the film. The downside of using
a lens is that it introduces distortions and the pinhole camera model is no longer an
accurate model of the image formation process.

The most important deviation from the pinhole model is caused by radial distortion,
where pixels near the boarder get distorted, causing a barrel effect as seen in Figure ..
The distortion is zero near the center of the image and increases towards the edges. Let
(𝑥, 𝑦) denote the image location of a D point 𝐗 under the pinhole model and (𝑥𝑑, 𝑦𝑑)
denote the image location of the same D point 𝐗 with radial distortion. The relation
between (𝑥, 𝑦) and (𝑥𝑑, 𝑦𝑑) is described with the following equation:

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
𝑥𝑑
𝑦𝑑

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
𝑥𝑐
𝑦𝑐

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ + 𝐿(𝑟)

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
𝑥 − 𝑥𝑐
𝑦 − 𝑦𝑐

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (.)

where (𝑥𝑐, 𝑦𝑐) denotes the center of the radial distortion; 𝑟 denotes the euclidean dis-
tance of (𝑥, 𝑦) from the center of distortion, that is, 𝑟 = (𝑥 − 𝑥𝑐) + (𝑦 − 𝑦𝑐); and
𝐿(𝑟) is typically defined as 𝐿(𝑟) =  + 𝜅𝑟 + 𝜅𝑟 + 𝜅𝑟. The coefficients 𝜅, 𝜅, and
𝜅 are determined—together with other internal camera parameters—in the process
of image calibration.

.. Epipolar Geometry

The epipolar geometry is the intrinsic projective geometry between two views and de-
pends only on the cameras’ internal parameters and their relative position and orien-
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Figure .
The camera centers 𝐂 and
𝐂′ , the point 𝐗 and its
two images 𝐱 and 𝐱′ lie on
the same plane, called the
epipolar plane.

tation. It is the geometry of the intersection of the image planes with the set of planes
containing the baseline, known as the epipolar planes. Studying epipolar geometry is of
great importance for solving the stereo correspondence problem, as it limits the search
for correspondences to a one dimensional search along a line.

Two cameras, with camera centers𝐂 and𝐂′, are observing a scene point 𝐗. Let 𝐱 be
the image of point 𝐗 in the first camera and 𝐱′ be the image of point 𝐗 in the second
camera. We would like to know how 𝐱 and 𝐱′ are related. As shown in Figure .,
all five points—the camera centers 𝐂 and 𝐂′, the scene point 𝐗 and its two images 𝐱
and 𝐱′—lie on the same plane, known as the epipolar plane. The point at which the
baseline intersects the image plane is called the epipole, denoted as 𝐞 on the left and 𝐞′
on the right image plane.

Consider the epipolar plane defined by 𝐱, 𝐂 and 𝐂′. We know that 𝐱′ lies on the
same epipolar plane. The point 𝐱′ is, therefore, constrained to lie on the intersection of
the epipolar plane and the image plane. The intersection of these two planes is a line,
known as the epipolar line. This result is important and worth stating again. We assume
that the internal camera parameters and the cameras’ relative position and orientation
are known. Given a point 𝐱 in the first view we wish to find its corresponding point
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Figure .
The epipolar line in the
second view 𝐥′ is defined
as the intersection of the
second image plane and
the epipolar plane, which
is itself defined by 𝐱. This
figure illustrates that, given
point 𝐱 its corresponding
point 𝐱′ has to lie on the
epipolar line 𝐥′ .
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𝐱′ in the second view. We have just shown that point 𝐱′ is constrained to lie on the
epipolar line 𝐥′ that depends only on 𝐱.

Another way to see this is illustrated in Figure .. Given an image point 𝐱, the
scene point𝐗 is constrained to lie on the line that passes through𝐂 and 𝐱. If we project
points from that line onto the second image plane, we observe that they all lie on the
epipolar line 𝐥′. In fact, we can define the epipolar line 𝐥′ as the projection of the line
that passes through 𝐂 and 𝐱 onto the second image plane.

An example of epipolar geometry on a pair of images is given in Figure ..

.. The Fundamental Matrix

In this section we introduce the fundamental matrix 𝙵 that describes the mapping from
image points to epipolar lines. Consider the following two points: () 𝐂, the first
camera center, and () 𝙿+𝐱, where 𝐱 is a point on the image plane of the first camera,
𝙿 is the projection matrix of the first camera, and 𝙿+ denotes its pseudo-inverse, that
is 𝙿𝙿+ = 𝙸. Both points lie on the line that passes through 𝐂 and 𝐱. The first point,
𝐂, does so by definition; the second, 𝙿+𝐱, because it projects to the point 𝐱, that is,
𝙿𝙿+𝐱 = 𝐱.

The projections of these two points in the second view lie on the epipolar line 𝐥′. Let
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Figure .
Two views of the Wash-
ington Square Arch with
epipolar lines drawn
through five corresponding
points.

𝙿′ be the projection matrix of the second camera, then the two points are projected
in the second view as 𝙿′𝐂 and 𝙿′𝙿+𝐱. Note that 𝙿′𝐂 is equal to 𝐞′—the epipole—
because it is the image of the first camera center in the second view. The epipolar line
𝐥′ is defined as

𝐥′ = (𝙿′𝐂) × (𝙿′𝙿+𝐱) = 𝐞′ × (𝙿′𝙿+𝐱). (.)

Recall, from Equation ., that the line 𝐥 joining points 𝐱 and 𝐲 is defined as the cross
product 𝐥 = 𝐱×𝐲. We can write Equation . as a single matrix-vector multiplication
by expanding the epipole 𝐞′ into the × matrix [𝐞′]× (see Equation .). By doing
so, we derive 𝐥′ = [𝐞′]×𝙿′𝙿+𝐱 or

𝐥′ = 𝙵𝐱, (.)

where 𝙵 = [𝐞′]×𝙿′𝙿+ is the fundamental matrix—the × matrix that maps points to
epipolar lines.

The fundamental matrix is homogeneous:

𝙵 ∼ 𝑘𝙵 for 𝑘 ≠ . (.)
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That is, 𝙵 and 𝑘𝙵 are equivalent; they both produce the same mapping from points to
lines. This is true because 𝙵𝐱 = 𝐥′, 𝑘𝙵𝐱 = 𝑘𝐥′, and since lines are given as homogeneous
-vectors, lines 𝐥′ and 𝑘𝐥′ represent the same line.

Correspondence Condition

Because point 𝐱′ lies on the epipolar line 𝐥′ = 𝙵𝐱, it follows from Equation . that

𝐱′𝑇𝙵𝐱 = , (.)

that is, points 𝐱 and 𝐱′ correspond if and only if 𝐱′𝑇𝙵𝐱 = . Equation . character-
izes the fundamental matrix 𝙵 in terms of point correspondences, without reference to
the camera projection matrices 𝙿 and 𝙿′. This enables the fundamental matrix 𝙵 to be
estimated from image correspondences alone.

Fundamental Matrix for a Calibrated Camera Stereo Rig

Suppose we have two cameras with the following projection matrices: 𝙿 = 𝙺[𝙸 | 𝟎]
and 𝙿′ = 𝙺′[𝚁 | 𝐭]; that is, the first camera center is located at the world origin with its
principal ray equal to the z-axis. The camera center 𝐂 and the pseudo-inverse of the
projection matrix 𝙿+ are defined as

𝐂 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
𝟎


⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ and 𝙿+ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
𝙺−
𝟎𝑇

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .

We can write the fundamental matrix 𝙵 in terms of the cameras’ internal parameters
and their relative position and orientation as

𝙵 = [𝐞′]×𝙿′𝙿+ = [𝙿′𝐂]×𝙿′𝙿+ = [𝙺′𝐭]×𝙺′𝚁𝙺− (.)

Fundamental Matrix for a Parallel Camera Stereo Rig

Assume the cameras of a stereo rig have identical internal parameters, that is, 𝙺′ =
𝙺 = diag(𝑓, 𝑓, ); both cameras axis are aligned with the z-axis, that is, 𝚁 = 𝙸; and the
camera centers differ only in the x-coordinate, that is, 𝐭 = (𝑡𝑥, , )𝑇 . The fundamental
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matrix 𝙵 can, then, be expressed as

𝙵 = [𝙺′𝐭]×𝙺′𝚁𝙺− = [𝙺𝐭]×𝙺𝙸𝙺− = [𝙺𝐭]× =

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

𝑓𝑡𝑥



⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
×

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

  
  −𝑓𝑡𝑥
 𝑓𝑡𝑥 

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
∼

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

  
  −
  

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.

The last step of the derivation follows from Equation ..
To see how this special form of the fundamental matrix restricts the search for cor-

respondences we expand Equation ..

𝐱′𝑇𝙵𝐱 = 

𝑥′ 𝑦′ 

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

  
  −
  

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

𝑥
𝑦


⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
= 

−𝑦′ + 𝑦 = 
𝑦 = 𝑦′.

If points 𝐱 = (𝑥, 𝑦)𝑇 and 𝐱′ = (𝑥′, 𝑦′)𝑇 correspond it follows that 𝑦 = 𝑦′, or, in other
words, the epipolar line of 𝐱 = (𝑥, 𝑦)𝑇 is the horizontal line 𝑦′ = 𝑦. Aligning the
epipolar lines in this way simplifies the implementation of stereo algorithms, because
the search for corresponding points is carried out along horizontal lines. Unfortunately,
constructing a perfect parallel stereo rig is nearly impossible in practice, but we can
correct for the mechanical misalignments by transforming the two views in a process
known as image rectification.

Image rectification is the process of resampling pairs of stereo images so that all
epipolar lines are horizontal and corresponding points have identical y-coordinates.
A pair of projective transformations are applied to the two images in order to match
the epipolar lines. Since there are many projective transformation that achieve this,
a typical rectification method attempts to find a pair of transformations that subject
the images to minimal distortion. After image rectification, the epipolar geometry is
the same as if the images were taken from a parallel stereo rig. Because most stereo
methods assume this to be the case, image rectification is often performed before the
stereo method.
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Figure .
Depth and disparity are
inversely proportional.
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Depth and Disparity

Depth and disparity are inversely proportional as we saw in Equation .. We derive
this relation in this section using similar triangles.

Consider a parallel camera stereo rig shown in Figure .. 𝐶𝐿 and 𝐶𝑅 denote the
camera centers, 𝑋 denotes a D scene point that projects to 𝑥𝐿 and 𝑥𝑅 in the left and
right image planes. Let 𝑓 denote the focal length, 𝐵 the baseline, 𝑑 the disparity and 𝑧
the depth of point𝑋. The disparity 𝑑 is defined as the difference in horizontal location
of 𝑥𝐿 in the left and 𝑥𝑅 in the right image, that is, 𝑑 = 𝑝𝑥 − 𝑝𝑦. Triangles 𝐶𝐿𝑋𝐶𝑅
and 𝑥𝐿𝑋𝑥𝑅 are similar triangles, therefore:

𝐵
𝑧 =

𝐵 − 𝑑
𝑧 − 𝑓 ⟹ 𝑧 = 𝑓𝐵

𝑑 , (.)

which proves Equation ..

. Stereo Vision

Early work on computational stereo started in the s by the Image Understanding
community. Barnard and Fischler [] reviewed stereo research up to . Their pa-
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per focuses on the fundamentals of computational stereo (image acquisition, camera
modeling, feature acquisition, matching, distance determination, and interpolation),
evaluation criteria, and contains a survey of a representative sampling of the Image
Understanding work relevant to computational stereo. Work on stereo continued in
the s, with a review paper published in  by Dhond and Aggarwal [], which
surveys many new stereo matching methods. It also introduces hierarchical processing
and the use of trinocular constraints. The two most recent review papers on the topic
are Brown et al. [] from , which focuses on correspondence methods, methods
for dealing with occlusion, and real-time implementations; and Scharstein and Szeliski
[] from , which provides a taxonomy and categorization of existing stereo al-
gorithms allowing individual components of the stereo algorithm to be compared. A
good overview of stereo correspondence algorithms is also given in the book by Szeliski
[].

In this section, we focus on methods that operate on two rectified images and pro-
duce a dense disparity map. According to Scharstein and Szeliski [] stereo algo-
rithms perform a subset of the following four steps: () matching cost computation,
() cost aggregation, () disparity computation, and () disparity refinement. To see
how a stereo algorithm decomposes into the four steps, consider a simple stereo algo-
rithm with a sum of absolute differences matching cost and a winner-takes-all strategy.
() The matching cost is computed as the absolute difference between the intensity
values of a pixel in the left and a pixel in the right image. () The cost is aggregated
by computing the average matching cost within a small rectangular window of neigh-
bouring pixels. () The disparity is computed by selecting the disparity that minimizes
the aggregated cost.

Some methods are defined on small image patches and perform steps () and ()
jointly. Examples include normalized cross-correlation [, ], the rank and census
transforms Zabih and Woodfill [], and our method based on convolutional neural
networks [].

Methods which compute disparity by considering only a small neighbourhood around
the pixel of interest are know as local algorithms. Global algorithms, on the other hand,
take the whole image into account, typically by making explicit smoothness assump-
tions and solving an optimization problem. Global algorithms usually omit the cost
aggregation step as the information from neighbouring pixels is propagated during the
optimization step. Global methods define a cost function, which usually contains a
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data term and a smoothness term. Common optimization algorithms include iterated
conditional modes [], simulated annealing [, , ], probabilistic diffusion [],
graph cuts [, ], and message passing algorithms [, , ]. Soma algorithms
are difficult to classify as either local or global. Certain iterative algorithms, for ex-
ample, do not explicitly state their global cost function, but their iterative behaviour
is similar to some optimization algorithms [, , ]. Hierarchical algorithms
resemble such iterative algorithms. They operate on a pyramid of images, solving the
correspondence problem at a coarse level first and refine their solution at each succes-
sive step [, , , , , ].

.. Matching Costs

Since the main contribution of this thesis is a new matching cost, we review existing
matching cost functions in great detail.

A matching cost 𝐶(𝐩, 𝑑) is a function that maps a position 𝐩 and a disparity 𝑑 into
a real number, which is interpreted as the cost of matching position 𝐩 in the left image
with position 𝐩 − 𝐝 in the right image. We want the cost to be lowest when the left
and right positions correspond. We use bold lowercase letters 𝐩 and 𝐪 to denote image
locations. A bold lowercase 𝐝 denotes the disparity 𝑑 cast to a vector, that is, 𝐝 = (𝑑, ).

Simple matching costs assume constant intensities at matched locations, but more
advanced matching costs are more robust and can compensate for certain radiometric
differences and noise. Radiometric differences are caused, for example, due to slightly
different camera settings, vignetting, and image noise. Reducing the stereo baseline
would reduce these differences, but would also reduce the geometric accuracy of tri-
angulation. The following section describes several matching costs as they were pre-
sented by Hirschmüller and Scharstein []. They group the matching costs into three
categories: parametric matching costs, non-parametric matching costs, and mutual
information.

Parametric Matching Costs

Parametric costs use the magnitude of the pixel intensities.

Absolute differences Probably the simplest parametric matching cost is the absolute
differences, which assumes brightness consistency for corresponding pixels, that is, it
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Figure .
Two scanlines differing by
a disparity of .. Image
taken from [].

assumes the intensity values of corresponding pixels are the same. The absolute differ-
ences matching cost 𝐶AD is defined as

𝐶AD(𝐩, 𝑑) = |𝐼𝐿(𝐩) − 𝐼𝑅(𝐩 − 𝐝)| (.)

where 𝐼𝐿(𝐩) and 𝐼𝑅(𝐩) are image intensities at position 𝐩 in the left and right image,
respectively.

Sum of absolute differences Local stereo methods typically aggregate this matching cost
over all pixels within a local neighbourhood. This is referred to as the sum of absolute
differences matching cost 𝐶SAD and is defined as

𝐶SAD(𝐩, 𝑑) = 
𝐪∈𝑁𝐩

|𝐼𝐿(𝐪) − 𝐼𝑅(𝐪 − 𝐝)|, (.)

where 𝑁𝐩 is the set of locations within a rectangular window centered at 𝐩.

Birchfield-Tomasi Image sampling can cause traditional matching costs to assign high
values to a corresponding pair of pixels even in the absence of noise. Birchfield and
Tomasi [] propose a method for measuring the matching cost that is insensitive to
image sampling.

Let 𝑖𝐿 and 𝑖𝑅 be one-dimensional continuous intensity functions. The functions 𝑖𝐿
and 𝑖𝑅 are sampled at discrete points by the image sensors, resulting in two discrete
one-dimensional arrays of image intensity values 𝐼𝐿 and 𝐼𝑅, as shown in Figure ..
Let ̂𝐼𝐿 and ̂𝐼𝑅 denote the linearly interpolated functions between the sample points of
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Figure .
Different filters on the
Teddy stereo image pair.
Image taken from [].

𝐼𝐿 and 𝐼𝑅. The Birchfield-Tomasi cost function is defined as

𝐶BT(𝐩, 𝑑) =   
−.≤𝑑′≤.

𝐼𝐿(𝐩) − ̂𝐼𝑅(𝐩 − 𝐝 + (𝑑′, )𝑇 ),


−.≤𝑑′≤.

̂𝐼𝐿(𝐩 + (𝑑′, )𝑇 ) − 𝐼𝑅(𝐩 − 𝐝). (.)

Since the extreme points of a piecewise linear function must be its breakpoints, the
computation of the Birchfield-Tomasi cost can be computed efficiently using the fol-
lowing equations:

𝐶BT(𝐩, 𝑑) = (𝐴, 𝐵) (.)

𝐴 = (, 𝐼𝐿(𝐩) − 𝐼𝑅(𝐩 − 𝐝), 𝐼𝑅(𝐩 − 𝐝) − 𝐼𝐿(𝐩))
𝐵 = (, 𝐼𝑅(𝐩 − 𝐝) − 𝐼𝐿(𝐩), 𝐼𝐿(𝐩) − 𝐼𝑅(𝐩 − 𝐝))

𝐼(𝐩) = (𝐼−(𝐩), 𝐼(𝐩), 𝐼+(𝐩))
𝐼(𝐩) = (𝐼−(𝐩), 𝐼(𝐩), 𝐼+(𝐩))
𝐼−(𝐩) = (𝐼(𝐩 − (, )𝑇 ) + 𝐼(𝐩))/
𝐼+(𝐩) = (𝐼(𝐩 + (, )𝑇 ) + 𝐼(𝐩))/

Another window-based sampling-insensitive cost function was developed by Čech and
Šára [].

The next three matching costs are filters that are applied to the two images separately
before computing the matching cost with absolute differences.

Mean filter The mean filter subtracts, at each location of the image, the mean of the
intensity values within a square window centered at the pixel of interest. A constant
offset of  is usually added to avoid negative numbers when using unsigned -bit
variables. The mean filter is defined as

𝐼mean(𝐩) = 𝐼(𝐩) −

|𝑁𝐩|


𝐪∈𝑁𝐩

𝐼(𝐪) + . (.)
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Laplacian of Gaussian The Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) filter performs smoothing for
removing noise and removes an offset in intensities. It is computed by convolving the
image with a LoG kernel,

𝐼LoG = 𝐼 ∗ 𝐾LoG (.)

𝐾LoG(𝑥, 𝑦) = −

𝜋𝜎  −

𝑥 + 𝑦
𝜎  𝑒

𝑥+𝑦

𝜎 ,

where 𝜎 is the standard deviation. The LoG filter is often used in real-time methods [,
].

Background subtraction by bilateral filtering The final filter we consider is background
subtraction by bilateral filtering (BilSub) developed by Ansar et al. []. The bilateral
filter [] has the effect of a gaussian blur without blurring high contrast texture. It
sums intensity values of neighboring pixels weighted according to proximity and color
similarity. The BilSub filter is computed by subtracting, at each position, the value of
the bilateral filter at that location:

𝐼BilSub(𝐩) = 𝐼(𝐩) −
∑
𝐪∈𝑁𝐪

𝐼(𝐩)𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑟

∑
𝐪∈𝑁𝐪

𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑟 , (.)

𝑠 = −
‖𝐪 − 𝐩‖
𝜎𝑠

,

𝑟 = − (𝐼(𝐪) − 𝐼(𝐩))


𝜎𝑟
.

The parameter 𝜎𝑠 controls the amount of smoothing, while the parameter 𝜎𝑟 prevents
smoothing over high-contrast regions.

Zero-mean sum of absolute differences The zero-mean sum of absolute differences (ZSAD)
subtracts the mean intensity value of a window from every pixel in that windows and
computes the sum of absolute differences.

𝐶𝑍𝑆𝐴𝐷(𝐩, 𝑑) = 
𝐪∈𝑁𝐩

|𝐼𝐿(𝐪) − ̄𝐼𝐿(𝐩) − 𝐼𝑅(𝐪 − 𝐝) + ̄𝐼𝑅(𝐩 − 𝐝)| (.)

̄𝐼 (𝐩) = 
𝑁𝐩


𝐪∈𝑁𝐩

𝐼(𝐪)
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In zero-mean sum of absolute differences the same mean value is subtracted at every
location in the window. Note that this is similar, but not quite the same, as applying
the mean filter from Equation . followed by the sum of absolute differences cost,
where the mean is computed for every pixel individually.

Normalized cross-correlation Normalized cross-correlation (NCC) is a window-based
method that is commonly used in practice. It can compensate for gain changes but
tends to work poorly on depth discontinuities, because outliers are strongly penalized.
The normalized cross-correlation 𝐶NCC is defined as:

𝐶𝑁𝐶𝐶(𝐩, 𝑑) =
∑
𝐪∈𝑁𝐩

𝐼𝐿(𝐪)𝐼𝑅(𝐪 − 𝐝)

√
∑
𝐪∈𝑁𝐩

𝐼𝐿(𝐪)∑𝐪∈𝑁𝐩
𝐼𝑅(𝐪 − 𝐝)

(.)

A variant of normalized cross-correlation was presented by Morevec []. It only ap-
proximates Equation ., but is faster to compute.

Zero-mean normalized cross-correlation The last parametric matching cost is the zero-
mean normalized cross-correlation (ZNCC). It is similar to NCC but can additionally
compensate for differences in offset within the correlation window. The zero-mean
normalized cross-correlation cost 𝐶ZNCC is defined as:

𝐶𝑍𝑁𝐶𝐶(𝐩, 𝑑) =
∑
𝐪∈𝑁𝐩

(𝐼𝐿(𝐪) − ̄𝐼𝐿(𝐩))(𝐼𝑅(𝐪 − 𝐝) − ̄𝐼𝑅(𝐩 − 𝐝))

√
∑
𝐪∈𝑁𝐩

(𝐼𝐿(𝐪) − ̄𝐼𝐿(𝐩))∑𝐪∈𝑁𝐩
(𝐼𝑅(𝐪 − 𝐝) − ̄𝐼𝑅(𝐩 − 𝐝))

(.)

Non-parametric Matching Costs

Whereas parametric matching costs used pixel intensity values, non-parametric match-
ing costs use only their local ordering. Most of them can be implemented as filters.

Rank filter The Rank filter is defined with the following equation:

𝐼Rank(𝐩) = 
𝐪∈𝑁𝐩

{𝐼(𝐪) < 𝐼(𝐩)}, (.)

where {⋅} denotes the indicator function. The Rank filter at position 𝐩 is defined as
the number of positions 𝐪 in some region of interest that have a smaller intensity value
than 𝐩. It was proposed by Zabih and Woodfill [] to increase robustness to outliers
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within the region of interest. Outliers frequently occur near depth discontinuities.
Since the rank filter only depends on the ordering of image intensity values and not
on the actual values, it is invariant to all transformations that preserve the ordering.
When computing the matching cost, the rank-transformed images are compared using
the absolute differences method.

Soft Rank filter Since the Rank filter uses only the ordering of intensity values, it
is sensitive in areas with low texture. Instead of always making hard decision when
comparing image intensity values as in Equation ., it might seem reasonable to
soften the decision when positions 𝐩 and 𝐪 have similar image intensity values. The
Soft Rank filter defines a linear—soft transition—zone between  and  for similar
intensity values. It is defined with the following equation:

𝐼SoftRank(𝐩) = 
𝐪∈𝑁𝐩

 , ,
𝐼(𝐩) − 𝐼(𝐪)

𝑡 + 
 , (.)

where 𝑡 is the hyperparameter of the filter that controls the size of the transition zone.

Census filter The census filter [] represents each image position as a bit vector.
The vector is computed by cropping an image patch centered around the position of
interest and comparing the intensity values of each pixel in the patch to the intensity
value of the pixel in the center. When the center pixel is darker the corresponding bit
is set. Let 𝐷 be the set of displacements and let⨂ denote concatenation. The census
transformed is defined as

𝐼Census(𝐩) =
[𝑖,𝑗]∈𝐷

{𝐼(𝐩) < 𝐼(𝐩 + (𝑖, 𝑗)𝑇 )}. (.)

The matching cost is defined as the hamming distance between two census transformed
vectors. The performance of the Census filter is better than the Rank filter, but the
computation costs are higher due to the calculation of the hamming distance [].

Ordinal measure The ordinal measure was proposed by Bhat et al. []. It is based
on the distance of rank permutations of corresponding matching windows. It can’t be
implemented as a filter and requires window-based matching.
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Mutual Information

Mutual information was popularized in computer vision by Viola and Wells []. It
is primarily used for image registration. Mutual information of images 𝐼 and 𝐼 is
defined as the sum of entropies of the individual images, 𝐻𝐼 and 𝐻𝐼 , minus their
joint entropy, 𝐻𝐼 ,𝐼 :

MI𝐼 ,𝐼 = 𝐻𝐼 + 𝐻𝐼 − 𝐻𝐼 ,𝐼 . (.)

The entropies are computed from probability distributions 𝑃𝐼 , 𝑃𝐼 , and 𝑃𝐼 ,𝐼 , which
are derived by normalizing the histograms of image intensity values.

𝐻𝐼 = −



𝑃𝐼 (𝑖)  𝑃𝐼 (𝑖)𝑑𝑖, (.)

𝐻𝐼 ,𝐼 = −








𝑃𝐼 ,𝐼 (𝑖, 𝑖)  𝑃𝐼 ,𝐼 (𝑖, 𝑖)𝑑𝑖 𝑑𝑖. (.)

The mutual information of two images will be lower when they are well registered than
when they are not. The entropies 𝐻𝐼 and 𝐻𝐼 will not change, but the joint entropy
𝐻𝐼 ,𝐼 will be lower when the images are well registered.

If small image patches are used to compute mutual information there might not be
enough pixels to reliably estimate the probability distribution. If, however, large image
patches are used, the disparity maps will not be accurate around depth discontinuities.
There is a way to compute mutual information based on the whole image and to allow
pixel-wise matching [, ]. Kim et al. [] suggest an iterative algorithm that begins
with an initial disparity map and refines it at each step. The initial disparity map is
either random or is obtained from another stereo matching cost. The initial disparity
map is used to warp the second image. We first compute the joint entropy, defined in
Equation ., as a sum of terms over all image positions 𝐩.

𝐻𝐼 ,𝐼 =
𝐩
ℎ𝐼 ,𝐼 (𝐼(𝐩), 𝐼(𝐩)), (.)

ℎ𝐼 ,𝐼 (𝑖, 𝑘) = −

𝑛 (𝑃𝐼 ,𝐼 (𝑖, 𝑘) ∗ 𝑔(𝑖, 𝑘)) ∗ 𝑔(𝑖, 𝑘), (.)

where 𝑛 denotes the number of pixels in the image and ∗𝑔(⋅) denotes convolution with
a gaussian filter. See Kim et al. [] for the derivation of this step. The probability
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distribution 𝑃𝐼 ,𝐼 is defined as

𝑃𝐼 ,𝐼 (𝑖, 𝑘) =

𝑛

𝐩
{(𝑖, 𝑘) = (𝐼(𝐩), 𝐼(𝐩))}. (.)

The entropies of the individual images are computed analogously:

𝐻𝐼 =
𝐩
ℎ𝐼 (𝐼(𝐩)), (.)

ℎ𝐼 (𝑖) = −

𝑛 (𝑃𝐼 (𝑖) ∗ 𝑔(𝑖)) ∗ 𝑔(𝑖). (.)

The resulting definition of mutual information is:

MI𝐼 ,𝐼 =
𝐩

mi𝐼 ,𝐼 (𝐼(𝐩), 𝐼(𝐩)), (.)

mi𝐼 ,𝐼 (𝑖, 𝑘) = ℎ𝐼 (𝑖) + ℎ𝐼 (𝑘) − ℎ𝐼 ,𝐼 (𝑖, 𝑘). (.)

Which leads to the definition of the mutual information matching cost function,

𝐶MI(𝐩, 𝑑) = −mi𝐼𝐿 ,𝑓𝐷(𝐼𝑅)(𝐼
𝐿(𝐩), 𝐼𝑅(𝐩 − 𝐝)). (.)

The method is usually performed in a hierarchical fashion [], by downscaling the
image by a factor of . After a number of iterations on the small resolution images,
the obtained disparity map is upsampled and used as the initial disparity estimate for
matching at 

 th of the full resolution. This process is repeated until we reach the full
resolution images. The disparity maps obtained at a lower resolution are not used to
constrain the search on the higher resolution, but just as initial estimates of the disparity
map.

.. Stereo Methods

Many problems in early vision, including stereo, can be viewed as assigning labels to
pixels. In the case of stereo, the labels represent the disparity at a particular pixel. Pixel
labelling problems are often solved by minimizing an energy function that contains the
following two terms: a data term, which penalizes solutions that are inconsistent with
local observations, and a smoothness term, which enforces some kind of spatial coher-
ence. This type of energy function can be justified in terms of maximum a posteriori
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estimation of a Markov Random Field [, ]. Wide spread adoption of energy mini-
mization approaches was slow at first, likely due to inefficient optimization algorithms,
such as iterated conditional modes [] and simulated annealing [, ]. With the in-
troduction of powerful energy minimization algorithms, such as graph cuts [, ]
and loopy belief propagation [, ], the popularity of energy minimization ap-
proaches grew. This section is modeled after the comparative study of different energy
minimization methods by Szeliski et al. [].

The pixel labeling problem is defined as assigning a label 𝑙𝐩 to each pixel 𝐩 of an
image. The number of pixels in an images is 𝑛, and the number of labels is 𝑚. The
energy function 𝐸 is written as

𝐸 = 𝐸𝑑 + 𝜆𝐸𝑠, (.)

where 𝐸𝑑 is the data term, 𝐸𝑠 is the smoothness term, and 𝜆 is a real number. The data
term 𝐸𝑑 is the sum of a set of per-pixel data costs 𝑑𝐩(𝑙𝐪),

𝐸𝑑 =
𝐩
𝑑𝐩(𝑙𝐪). (.)

We assume that pixels form a D grid. Therefore, a position 𝐩 can be written in terms
of its coordinates 𝐩 = (𝑖, 𝑗). Furthermore, we assume the standard -connected neigh-
bourhood, where each pixels is connected to its top, bottom, left, and right neighbour,
that is, pixels 𝐩 = (𝑖, 𝑗) and 𝐪 = (𝑠, 𝑡) are connected if and only if |𝑖−𝑠|+|𝑗−𝑡| = . Let
𝑁 denote the set of all neighbouring pixel pairs. We can write the smoothness term
𝐸𝑠 as the sum of spatially varying costs 𝑉𝐩𝐪(𝑙𝐩, 𝑙𝐩),

𝐸𝑠 = 
{𝐩,𝐪}∈𝑁

𝑉𝐩𝐪(𝑙𝐩, 𝑙𝐪). (.)

where the notation {𝐩, 𝐪} denotes unordered sets.
There are special cases of energy functions that have an algorithm for computing

the exact solution in polynomial time, unfortunately, none of them will be useful for
the problem of stereo matching. If there are only two labels, the Potts model can
be solved exactly by graph cuts. This was first observed in the context of Scheduling
by Stone [] and in was first applied to images by Greig et al. []. If the labels
are integers starting with  and the smoothness cost is an arbitrary convex function,
Ishikawa [] gives a graph cut construction. If 𝑉(𝑙) = 𝑙 and the data costs are
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convex, an algorithm due to Hochbaum [] can be used. The NP-hardness result
proved by Boykov et al. [] holds if there are more than two labels, as long as the class
of smoothness costs include the Potts model.

Iterated Conditional Modes (ICM)

Iterated conditional modes [] is a greedy algorithm for find a local minimum of the
energy function. It starts with an initial assignment of labels to pixels. The initial as-
signment can be random. Better results are achieved, however, if the initial assignment
respects the data term of the energy function. This is achieved by finding the assign-
ment of labels to pixels with 𝜆 in Equation . set to . ICM is extremely sensitive
to the initial estimate, especially in high-dimensional spaces with non-convex energies
due to the large number of local minima.

ICM works by repeatedly applying the following step: for each pixel, set its label
to the one that gives the largest decrease in energy. The updates can be performed
asynchronously, with pixels being updated one after the other, or synchronously, with
all updates occurring at the same time. The algorithm is guaranteed to converge for the
asynchronous version and, in practice, the convergence is rapid. For the synchronous
version, however, the convergence is not guaranteed as small oscillations may occur.

Graph Cuts

Graph cuts were introduced by Boykov et al. [, ], who show that the problem of
minimizing the energy function defined in Equation . reduces to instances of the
maximum flow problem in a graph (or minimum cut, which is related to maximum
flow by the min-flow max-cut theorem). Two algorithms are presented by Boykov
et al. [], one based on 𝛼-𝛽-swap moves and one based on 𝛼-expansion moves. These
algorithms rapidly compute a local minimum in the sense that no permitted move
produces a labelling with lower energy. The two moves are defined as follows:

For a pair of labels 𝛼 and 𝛽 the 𝛼-𝛽-swap move exchange the labels between an
arbitrary set of pixels labeled 𝛼 and an arbitrary set labeled 𝛽.

For a label 𝛼 the 𝛼-expansion move assigns an arbitrary set of pixels the label 𝛼.

The criteria for a local minimum with respect to swap moves or expansion moves are
stronger than moves from ICM and there are much fewer local minima, especially in
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high-dimensional spaces. The𝛼-𝛽-swap move was shown to be applicable to any energy
where 𝑉𝐩𝐪 is a semi-metric, and the 𝛼-expansion move algorithm to any energy where
𝑉𝐩𝐪 is a metric. These conditions were later generalized by Kolmogorov and Zabin
[].

Max-Product Loopy Belief Propagation

Belief propagation is a message passing algorithm []. When applied to acyclic
graphs, it finds the global minimum of the energy function. The same algorithm can
be applied to general graphs to give an approximate algorithm. This algorithm is called
loopy belief propagation, because the graphs contain cycles or loops. The convergence
of loopy belief propagation is not guaranteed as it may get trapped in an infinite loop,
switching between labellings. The max-product version of loopy belief propagation is
used to find an assignment of labels to pixels, while the sum-product version is used to
compute the marginal distributions. A detailed description of the loopy belief propa-
gation algorithm is given by Freeman et al. [] and Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher
[].

Semiglobal Matching

Semiglobal matching aims to minimize the global D energy function by solving a
large number of D minimization problems []. The actual energy function used is
defined as

𝐸(𝐷) = 
𝐩
𝐶(𝐩,𝐷(𝐩)) + 

𝐪∈𝒩𝐩

𝑃 ⋅ {|𝐷(𝐩) − 𝐷(𝐪)| = }

+ 
𝐪∈𝒩𝐩

𝑃 ⋅ {|𝐷(𝐩) − 𝐷(𝐪)| > }, (.)

where 𝑃 is the penalty when neighboring pixels differ in disparity by one pixel and
𝑃 is the penalty for all larger differences in disparity. Semiglobal matching calculates
𝐸(𝐷) along D paths from  directions towards each pixel of interest using dynamic
programming. The costs of all paths are summed for each pixel and disparity.

.. Evaluation

This section summarizes the results obtained by Hirschmüller and Scharstein []. The
validation is performed on six stereo image pairs taken from the Middlebury  data
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Figure .
The Art, Books, Dolls,
Laundry, Moebius, and
Reindeer stereo pairs from
the Middlebury 
data set. The left column
contains the reference
image and the right
column the ground truth
disparity map.
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set: Art, Books, Dolls, Laundry, Moebius, and Reindeer. See Figure . . The following
matching cost functions were considered:

Absolute differences (AD)

Birchfield and Tomasi (BT)

Mean filter followed by BT (Mean/BT)

Laplacian of Gaussian followed by BT (LoG/BT)

Background subtraction by bilateral filtering followed by BT (BilSub/BT)

Zero-mean sum of absolute differences (ZSAD)

Normalized cross-correlation (NCC)

Zero-mean normalized cross-correlation (ZNCC)

Rank filter followed by AD (Rank/AD)

Rank filter followed by BT (Rank/BT)

Soft rank filter followed by AD (SoftRank/AD)

Soft rank filter followed by BT (SoftRank/BT)

Census transform (Census)

Ordinal measure (Ordinal)

Hierarchical mutual information (HMI)

Some of the matching costs (NCC, ZSAD, ZNCC, and Ordinal) can only be used in
window-based matching. Others have been tested with both AD and BT. Results for
AD and BT are both reported only when they produced significantly different results.

Since the overall accuracy of a stereo system depends not only on the matching
cost but also on the algorithms that uses the cost, the evaluation has to take this into
account. It is the interaction of the matching cost and the stereo method that is of
interest, because in real-life applications a matching cost is rarely used in isolation and
is usually followed by a stereo method. The following three stereo algorithms were
considered:
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A local, windows-based method (Window)

Semiglobal matching (SGM)

A global method using graph cuts (GC)

Each matching cost was evaluated with all three stereo methods, except for NCC,
ZSAD, ZNCC, and Ordinal which can only be used with the local method.

Window The matching cost is aggregated over a square × window and disparity is
determined using the winner-takes-all strategy. The following post-processing steps are
used: subpixel interpolation, to obtain disparities with subpixel precision, a left-right
consistency check, to detect occlusions and mismatches, and invalidation of disparity
segments smaller than  pixels. The invalidated regions are filled in by propagating
background disparity values from valid nearby regions.

SGM The semiglobal matching algorithm is applied and the disparities are deter-
mined using the winner-takes-all strategy. The post-processing steps are similar to the
local stereo method: subpixel enhancement, a left-right consistency check, and inval-
idation of disparity segments smaller than  pixels. The invalidated disparities are
interpolated as in the local method.

GC The graph cuts algorithm is applied and the disparities are, again, determined
using the winner-take-all strategy. Unlike Window and SGM, no post-processing steps
are used.

Error is calculated by counting the number of predicted disparities that differ from
the ground truth by more than one pixel. Only non-occluded regions of the image are
used to determine the error, because occlusions can not be handled by the matching
step. The results of the experiments are presented in Figure ..

Many cost functions outperform the sum of absolute differences and Birchfield-
Tomasi. It would seem reasonable to expect absolute difference to work best when
corresponding points have the same brightness. Even though the images of the Mid-
dlebury data set were taken in a studio under controlled conditions the brightness
constancy assumption is still violated. To summarize the results of Figure ., the
performance of the matching costs can depend on the stereo method used, but Census
showed the best performance with all there stereo methods.
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Figure .
Mean  pixel errors on the
Middlebury  stereo
data set. (a) Comparing
matching costs on grayscale
images. (b) How color
information affects the
performance of the
matching cost.

(a) Grayscale images (b) Color and grayscale images
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The images were converted to grayscale before being matched by the stereo algo-
rithm. In many applications, however, color images are available and the additional
information might be useful in matching patches. The most promising costs were
reimplemented for color images by applying them separately on the red, green, and
blue color channels and averaging the results. The results are shown in Figure . and
seem to indicate that using color has little overall benefit.

. Related Work

Before the introduction of large stereo data sets like KITTI and Middlebury, relatively
few stereo algorithms used ground truth information to learn parameters of their mod-
els; in this section, we review the ones that did.

Kong and Tao [] used the sum of squared distances to compute an initial match-
ing cost. They then trained a model to predict the probability distribution over three
classes: the initial disparity is correct, the initial disparity is incorrect due to fattening
of a foreground object, and the initial disparity is incorrect due to other reasons. The
predicted probabilities were used to adjust the initial matching cost. Kong and Tao []
later extend their work by combining predictions obtained by computing normalized
cross-correlation over different window sizes and centers. Peris et al. [] initialized
the matching cost with AD-Census [], and used multiclass linear discriminant anal-
ysis to learn a mapping from the computed matching cost to the final disparity.

Ground-truth data was also used to learn parameters of probabilistic graphical mod-
els. Zhang and Seitz [] used an alternative optimization algorithm to estimate op-
timal values of Markov random field hyperparameters. Scharstein and Pal [] con-
structed a new data set of  stereo pairs and used it to learn parameters of a conditional
random field. Li and Huttenlocher [] presented a conditional random field model
with a non-parametric cost function and used a structured support vector machine to
learn the model parameters.

Recent work [, ] focused on estimating the confidence of the computed match-
ing cost. Haeusler et al. [] used a random forest classifier to combine several confi-
dence measures. Similarly, Spyropoulos et al. [] trained a random forest classifier to
predict the confidence of the matching cost and used the predictions as soft constraints
in a Markov random field to decrease the error of the stereo method.

A related problem to computing the matching cost is learning local image descriptors
[, , , , , , ]. The two problems share a common subtask: to
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measure the similarity between image patches. Brown et al. [] introduced a general
framework for learning image descriptors and used Powell’s method to select good
hyperparameters. Several methods have been suggested for solving the problem of
learning local image descriptors, such as boosting [], convex optimization [],
hierarchical moving-quadrant similarity [], convolutional kernel networks [],
and convolutional neural networks [, ]. Works of Zagoruyko and Komodakis
[] and Han et al. [], in particular, are very similar to our own, differing mostly in
the architecture of the network; concretely, the inclusion of pooling and subsampling
to account for larger patch sizes and larger variation in viewpoint.
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In this section we describe a new algorithm for computing the stereo matching cost
and show that it outperforms all previously published approaches on the KITTI ,
KITTI , and Middlebury stereo data sets. This is the main contribution of the
dissertation.

To learn a good matching cost, we propose training a convolutional neural network
on pairs of small image patches where the true disparity is known (for example, ob-
tained by LIDAR or structured light). The output of the network is used to initialize
the matching cost. We proceed with a number of post-processing steps that are not
novel, but are necessary to achieve good results. Matching costs are combined between
neighboring pixels with similar image intensities using cross-based cost aggregation.
Smoothness constraints are enforced by semiglobal matching, and a left-right consis-
tency check is used to detect and eliminate errors in occluded regions. We perform
subpixel enhancement and apply a median filter and a bilateral filter to obtain the final
disparity map.

. Matching Cost

We approach the problem of computing the matching cost by using a supervised learn-
ing approach. In this section we describe how the data set is constructed, which mod-
els are used to learn the mapping from image patches to matching costs, and how we
trained them. We use typewriter font for the names of hyperparameters.

.. Constructing the Data Set

We use ground truth disparity maps from either the KITTI or Middlebury stereo data
sets to construct a binary classification data set. At each image position where the true
disparity is known we extract one negative and one positive training example. This
ensures that the data set contains an equal number of positive and negative examples.
A positive example is a pair of patches, one from the left and one from the right image,
whose center pixels are the images of the same D point, while a negative example is a
pair of patches where this is not the case. The following section describes the data set
construction step in detail.

Let < 𝑃𝐿𝑛×𝑛(𝐩), 𝑃𝑅𝑛×𝑛(𝐪) > denote a pair of patches, where 𝑃𝐿𝑛×𝑛(𝐩) is an 𝑛×𝑛 patch
from the left image centered at position 𝐩 = (𝑥, 𝑦), 𝑃𝑅𝑛×𝑛(𝐪) is an 𝑛 × 𝑛 patch from
the right image centered at position 𝐪, and 𝑑 denotes the correct disparity at position
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𝐩. A negative example is obtained by setting the center of the right patch to

𝐪 = (𝑥 − 𝑑 + 𝑜neg, 𝑦),

where 𝑜neg is chosen from either the interval [dataset_neg_low, dataset_neg_high]
or, its origin reflected counterpart, [−dataset_neg_high, −dataset_neg_low]. The
random offset 𝑜neg ensures that the resulting image patches are not centered around the
same D point.

A positive example is derived by setting

𝐪 = (𝑥 − 𝑑 + 𝑜pos, 𝑦),

where 𝑜pos is chosen randomly from the interval [−dataset_pos, dataset_pos]. The
reason for including 𝑜pos, instead of setting it to zero, has to do with the stereo method
used later on. In particular, we found that cross-based cost aggregation performs better
when the network assigns low matching costs to good matches as well as near matches.
In our experiments, the hyperparameter dataset_pos was never larger than one pixel.

.. Network Architectures

We describe two network architectures for learning a similarity measure on image
patches. The first architecture is faster than the second, but produces disparity maps
that are slightly less accurate. In both cases, the input to the network is a pair of small
image patches and the output is a measure of similarity between them. Both archi-
tectures contain a trainable feature extractor that represents each image patch with a
feature vector. The similarity between patches is measured on the feature vectors in-
stead of the raw image intensity values. The fast architecture uses a fixed similarity
measure to compare the two feature vectors, while the accurate architecture attempts
to learn a good similarity measure on feature vectors.

Fast Architecture

The first architecture is a siamese network, that is, two shared-weight sub-networks
joined at the head []. The sub-networks are composed of a number of convolutional
layers with rectified linear units following all but the last layer. Both sub-networks
output a vector capturing the properties of the input patch. The resulting two vectors
are compared using the cosine similarity measure to produce the final output of the
network. Figure . provides an overview of the architecture.
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Figure .
The fast architecture is a
siamese network. The two
sub-networks consist of a
number of convolutional
layers followed by rectified
linear units (abbreviated
“ReLU”). The similarity
score is obtained by
extracting a vector from
each of the two input
patches and computing the
cosine similarity between
them. On this diagram,
as in our implementation,
the computation of the
cosine similarity is split in
two steps: normalization
and dot product. This
way, the normalization
needs to be performed
only once per position (see
Section ..).

Dot product

Left input patch

Convolution

Convolution, ReLU

Convolution, ReLU
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The network is trained by minimizing a hinge loss. The loss is computed by consid-
ering pairs of examples centered around the same image position where one example
belongs to the positive and one to the negative class. Let 𝑠+ be the output of the
network for the positive example, 𝑠− be the output of the network for the negative
example, and let𝑚, the margin, be a positive real number. The hinge loss for that pair
of examples is defined as (,𝑚 + 𝑠− − 𝑠+). The loss is zero when the similarity of
the positive example is greater than the similarity of the negative example by at least
the margin 𝑚. The margin was treated as a hyperparameter and was set to . after
performing a grid search over the range from  to .

Since the hinge loss function depends on both the score of the positive as well as
the score of the negative example, we have to ensure that both examples appear in the
same mini-batch during training. If the size of the mini-batch is 𝑛, this is achieved
by selecting 𝑛/ random training images and positions; one positive and one negative
example is extracted from each position as described in Section ... Once the outputs
of all examples of the mini-batch have been computed, the gradients are obtained by
the backpropagation algorithm and the weights are updated accordingly.

The hyperparameters of this architecture are the number of convolutional layers in
each sub-network (num_conv_layers), the size of the convolution kernels (conv_-
kernel_size), the number of feature maps in each layer (num_conv_feature_maps),
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Figure .
The accurate architecture
begins with two convolu-
tional feature extractors.
The extracted feature vec-
tors are then concatenated
and compared by a number
of fully-connected layers.
The inputs are two image
patches and the output
is a single real number
between  and , which
we interpret as a measure
of similarity between the
input images.

and the size of the input patch (input_patch_size).

Accurate Architecture

The second architecture is derived from the first by replacing the cosine similarity with a
number of fully-connected layers (see Figure .). This architectural change increased
the running time, but decreased the error rate. The two sub-networks comprise a
number of convolutional layers, with a rectified linear unit following each layer. The
resulting two vectors are concatenated and forward-propagated through a number of
fully-connected layers followed by rectified linear units. The last fully-connected layer
produces a single number which, after being transformed with the sigmoid nonlinear-
ity, is interpreted as the similarity score between the input patches.

We use the binary cross-entropy loss for training. Let 𝑠 denote the output of the
network for one training example and 𝑡 denote the class of that training example; 𝑡 = 
if the example belongs to the positive class and 𝑡 =  if the example belongs to the
negative class. The binary cross-entropy loss for that example is defined as 𝑡 (𝑠) +
( − 𝑡) ( − 𝑠).
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The decision to have two different loss functions, one for each architecture, was
based on empirical evidence. We would have preferred to use the same loss function
for both architectures, but experiments showed that the binary cross-entropy loss per-
formed better than the hinge loss on the accurate architecture. On the other hand,
since the last step of the fast architecture is the cosine similarity computation, a cross-
entropy loss was not directly applicable. We observed that other researches used similar
loss functions for siamese architectures (Chopra et al. [], Hadsell et al. [], Weston
et al. []) and typically used a cross-entropy loss when the network resembled our
accurate architecture.

The hyperparameters for the accurate architecture are the number of convolutional
layers in each sub-network (num_conv_layers), the number of feature maps in each
layer (num_conv_feature_maps), the size of the convolution kernels (conv_ker-
nel_size), the size of the input patch (input_patch_size), the number of units
in each fully-connected layer (num_fc_units), and the number of fully-connected
layers (num_fc_layers).

Designing the Network Architecture

When developing algorithms for computing the stereo matching cost we were guided
by the following two questions:

Should the similarity measure be computed on raw image intensity values or on
feature vectors extracted from patches?

A possible advantage of computing the similarity on feature vectors is that the
representation can learn to be insensitive to some transformations, for exam-
ple small changes in brightness, viewpoint, and vertical disparity; while being
sensitive to others, for example, small changes in horizontal disparity.

Can we design an architecture with a fast matching step?

The process of computing the similarity of image patches decomposes into two
steps: the feature extraction step and the comparison step. In the accurate ar-
chitecture, for example, feature vectors are extracted by the convolutional sub-
networks and compared by the fully-connected neural network. The feature
extraction step is run once, but the comparison step needs to be run once for
each disparity under consideration. It is, therefore, important that the opera-
tion performed in the comparison step are efficient. This was the motivation
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for the fast architecture, where the dot product is the only operation performed
in the comparison step.

We were driven by empirical evidence when designing the architecture of the net-
work. We tried several matching cost network architectures, most of which aren’t de-
scribed in this thesis. When experimenting with a new architecture, we computed its
validation error and compared it to our baseline model. If the validation error, which
was obtained using a single / split of the data set, looked promising, the model
was explored further, otherwise a new architecture was tested.

We experimented with the following approaches:

Adding max or average pooling and subsampling.

Adding dropout [].

Using a hierarchical approach, that is, predicting the disparity of downsampled
versions of the images and combining the results.

Posing the stereo problem as a regression problem. Instead of performing binary
classification, we tried predicting the amount of shift that would make the two
patches well registered.

Untying the weights of the sub-networks, which would make the feature extrac-
tor for the left patch compute a different function than the feature extractor for
the right patch.

Back-propagating through the linear search for the best correspondence.

Back-propagating through semiglobal matching.

We experimented with two alternatives to concatenating the feature vectors in
the accurate architecture. We tried adding them,

𝑓𝑖 = 𝑓𝐿𝑖 + 𝑓𝑅𝑖 , (.)

where 𝑓𝐿 and 𝑓𝑅 denote the feature vectors extracted from the left and right
patches. We also experimented with using a bilinear projection,

𝑓𝑖 = 𝑏𝑖 +
𝑗,𝑘
𝑓𝐿𝑗𝑊𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑓𝑅𝑘 , (.)
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where𝐖 is a tensor of weights and 𝐛 is a vector of biases. A bilinear projection
was used in the paper describing deep tensor neural networks by Yu et al. [].

Concatenating the two patches before presenting them to the network, that is,
an extreme version of the accurate architecture without the sub-networks but
with a single column of convolutional layers followed by fully-connected layers.

As is evident from Table ., we also experimented with many different hyper-
parameters of the two chosen architectures. For example, the number of convo-
lutional layer, the number of feature maps, and the number of fully-connected
layers.

.. Computing the Matching Cost

The output of the network is used to initialize the matching cost:

𝐶CNN(𝐩, 𝑑) = −𝑠(< 𝑃𝐿(𝐩), 𝑃𝑅(𝐩 − 𝐝) >),

where 𝑠(< 𝑃𝐿(𝐩), 𝑃𝑅(𝐩−𝐝) >) is the output of the network when run on input patches
𝑃𝐿(𝐩) and 𝑃𝑅(𝐩−𝐝). The minus sign converts the similarity score to a matching cost.

To compute the entire matching cost tensor 𝐶CNN(𝐩, 𝑑) we would, naively, have to
perform the forward pass for each image location and each disparity under considera-
tion. The following three implementation details kept the running time manageable:

The outputs of the two sub-networks need to be computed only once per loca-
tion, and do not need to be recomputed for every disparity under consideration.

The output of the two sub-networks can be computed for all pixels in a sin-
gle forward pass by propagating full-resolution images, instead of small image
patches. Performing a single forward pass on the entire𝑤×ℎ image is faster than
performing 𝑤 ⋅ ℎ forward passes on small patches because many intermediate
results can be reused.

To make this step more concrete and easier to understand, let us calculate the
sizes of the input and output tensors of the first convolutional layer. Assume
that the batch size is , the number of feature maps is , the size of the
kernel is ×, the patch size is ×, and the size of the test image is ×.
During training the input to the first convolutional layer is ××× and
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the output is  ×  ×  × . The spatial resolution decreases from  × 
to  ×  because of the boundary effects of convolution. Since the output of
the convolutional layer is computed by replicating the  feature detectors at
each position in the image, we can apply the same convolutional layer to inputs
of different spatial dimensions. At test time the input to the first convolutional
layer is  ×  ×  ×  and the output is  ×  ×  × . The first
dimension is , because we forward propagate the left and right image. Note
that in order to preserve the spatial resolution of ×we add zero padding
at test time.

The output of the fully-connected layers in the accurate architecture can also
be computed in a single forward pass. This is done by replacing each fully-
connected layer with a convolutional layer with  ×  kernels. We still need to
perform the forward pass for each disparity under consideration; the maximum
disparity 𝑑 is  for the KITTI data set and  for the Middlebury data set.
As a result, the fully-connected part of the network needs to be run 𝑑 times,
and is a bottleneck for the accurate architecture.

To compute the matching cost of a pair of images, we run the sub-networks once on
each image and run the fully-connected layers 𝑑 times, where 𝑑 is the maximum dis-
parity under consideration. This insight was important in designing the architecture
of the network. We could have chosen an architecture where the two images are con-
catenated before being presented to the network, but that would imply a large cost at
runtime because the whole network would need to be run 𝑑 times. This insight also led
us to the fast architecture, where the only layer that is run 𝑑 times is the dot product
of the feature vectors.

. Stereo Method

The raw outputs of the convolutional neural network are not enough to produce ac-
curate disparity maps, with errors particularly apparent in low-texture regions and oc-
cluded areas. The quality of the disparity maps can be improved by applying a series of
post-processing steps referred to as the stereo method. The stereo method we used was
influenced by Mei et al. [] and comprises cross-based cost aggregation, semiglobal
matching, a left-right consistency check, subpixel enhancement, a median, and a bi-
lateral filter.
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.. Cross-based Cost Aggregation

Information from neighboring pixels can be combined by averaging the matching cost
over a fixed window. This approach fails near depth discontinuities, where the as-
sumption of constant depth within a window is violated. We might prefer a method
that adaptively selects the neighborhood for each pixel, so that support is collected
only from pixels of the same physical object. In cross-based cost aggregation [] we
build a local neighborhood around each location comprising pixels with similar image
intensity values with the hope that these pixels belong to the same object.

The method begins by constructing an upright cross at each position; this cross is
used to define the local support region. The left arm 𝐩𝑙 at position 𝐩 extends left as
long as the following two conditions hold:

|𝐼(𝐩) − 𝐼(𝐩𝑙)| < cbca_intensity; the image intensities at positions 𝐩 and 𝐩𝑙
should be similar, their difference should be less than cbca_intensity.

‖𝐩 − 𝐩𝑙‖ < cbca_distance; the horizontal distance (or vertical distance in
case of top and bottom arms) between positions 𝐩 and 𝐩𝑙 is less than cbca_-

distance pixels.

The right, bottom, and top arms are constructed analogously. Once the four arms are
known, we can compute the support region 𝑈(𝐩) as the union of horizontal arms of
all positions 𝐪 laying on 𝐩’s vertical arm (see Figure .).

Zhang et al. [] suggest that aggregation should consider the support regions of
both images in a stereo pair. Let𝑈𝐿 and𝑈𝑅 denote the support regions in the left and
right image. We define the combined support region 𝑈𝑑 as

𝑈𝑑(𝐩) = {𝐪|𝐪 ∈ 𝑈𝐿(𝐩), 𝐪 − 𝐝 ∈ 𝑈𝑅(𝐩 − 𝐝)}.

The matching cost is averaged over the combined support region:

𝐶CBCA(𝐩, 𝑑) = 𝐶CNN(𝐩, 𝑑),

𝐶𝑖CBCA(𝐩, 𝑑) =


|𝑈𝑑(𝐩)|


𝐪∈𝑈𝑑(𝐩)
𝐶𝑖−CBCA(𝐪, 𝑑),

where 𝑖 is the iteration number. We repeat the averaging a number of times. Since the
support regions are overlapping, the results can change at each iteration. We skip cross-
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Figure .
The support region for
position 𝐩 is the union
of horizontal arms of all
positions 𝐪 on 𝐩’s vertical
arm.

based cost aggregation in the fast architecture because it is not crucial for achieving a
low error rate and because it is relatively expensive to compute.

.. Semiglobal Matching

We refine the matching cost by enforcing smoothness constraints on the disparity im-
age. Following Hirschmüller [], we define an energy function 𝐸(𝐷) that depends
on the disparity image 𝐷:

𝐸(𝐷) = 
𝐩
𝐶CBCA(𝐩,𝐷(𝐩))

+ 
𝐪∈𝑁𝐩

𝑃 ⋅ {|𝐷(𝐩) − 𝐷(𝐪)| = }

+ 
𝐪∈𝑁𝐩

𝑃 ⋅ {|𝐷(𝐩) − 𝐷(𝐪)| > },

where {⋅} denotes the indicator function. The first term penalizes disparities with high
matching costs. The second term adds a penalty 𝑃 when the disparity of neighboring
pixels differ by one. The third term adds a larger penalty 𝑃 when the neighboring
disparities differ by more than one.

Rather than minimizing𝐸(𝐷) in all directions simultaneously, we could perform the
minimization in a single direction with dynamic programming. This solution would
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introduce unwanted streaking effects, since there would be no incentive to make the
disparity image smooth in the directions we are not optimizing over. In semiglobal
matching we minimize the energy in a single direction, repeat for several directions,
and average to obtain the final result. Although Hirschmüller [] suggested choosing
sixteen directions, we only optimized along the two horizontal and the two vertical
directions; adding the diagonal directions did not improve the accuracy of our system.
To minimize𝐸(𝐷) in direction 𝐫, we define a matching cost𝐶𝐫(𝐩, 𝑑)with the following
recurrence relation:

𝐶𝐫(𝐩, 𝑑) = 𝐶CBCA(𝐩, 𝑑) − 𝑘 𝐶𝑟(𝐩 − 𝐫, 𝑘)

+ 𝐶𝑟(𝐩 − 𝐫, 𝑑), 𝐶𝑟(𝐩 − 𝐫, 𝑑 − ) + 𝑃,

𝐶𝑟(𝐩 − 𝐫, 𝑑 + ) + 𝑃,𝑘 𝐶𝐫(𝐩 − 𝐫, 𝑘) + 𝑃.

The second term is subtracted to prevent values of 𝐶𝐫(𝐩, 𝑑) from growing too large and
does not affect the optimal disparity map.

The penalty parameters 𝑃 and 𝑃 are set according to the image gradient so that
jumps in disparity coincide with edges in the image. Let 𝐷 = |𝐼𝐿(𝐩) − 𝐼𝐿(𝐩 − 𝐫)|
and 𝐷 = |𝐼𝑅(𝐩 − 𝐝) − 𝐼𝑅(𝐩 − 𝐝 − 𝐫)| be the difference in image intensity between
two neighboring positions in the direction we are optimizing over. We set 𝑃 and 𝑃
according to the following rules:

𝑃 = sgm_P1, 𝑃 = sgm_P2 if 𝐷 < sgm_D, 𝐷 < sgm_D;
𝑃 = sgm_P1/sgm_Q2, 𝑃 = sgm_P2/sgm_Q2 if 𝐷 ≥ sgm_D, 𝐷 ≥ sgm_D;
𝑃 = sgm_P1/sgm_Q1, 𝑃 = sgm_P2/sgm_Q1 otherwise.

The hyperparameters sgm_P1 and sgm_P2 set a base penalty for discontinuities in the
disparity map. The base penalty is reduced by a factor of sgm_Q1 if one of 𝐷 or
𝐷 indicate a strong image gradient or by a larger factor of sgm_Q2 if both 𝐷 and
𝐷 indicate a strong image gradient. The value of 𝑃 is further reduced by a factor of
sgm_Vwhen considering the two vertical directions; in the ground truth, small changes
in disparity are much more frequent in the vertical directions than in the horizontal
directions and should be penalised less.

The final cost 𝐶SGM(𝐩, 𝑑) is computed by taking the average across all four direc-
tions:
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𝐶SGM(𝐩, 𝑑) =



𝐫
𝐶𝐫(𝐩, 𝑑).

After semiglobal matching we repeat cross-based cost aggregation, as described in
the previous section. Hyperparameters cbca_num_iterations_1 and cbca_num_-

iterations_2 determine the number of cross-based cost aggregation iterations before
and after semiglobal matching.

.. Computing the Disparity Image

The disparity image𝐷(𝐩) is computed by the winner-take-all strategy, that is, by find-
ing the disparity 𝑑 that minimizes 𝐶(𝐩, 𝑑):

𝐷(𝐩) = 
𝑑
𝐶(𝐩, 𝑑).

Interpolation

The interpolation steps attempt to resolve conflicts between the disparity map predicted
for the left image and the disparity map predicted for the right image. Let 𝐷𝐿 denote
the disparity map obtained by treating the left image as the reference image—this was
the case so far, that is, 𝐷𝐿(𝐩) = 𝐷(𝐩)—and let 𝐷𝑅 denote the disparity map obtained
by treating the right image as the reference image. 𝐷𝐿 and 𝐷𝑅 sometimes disagree on
what the correct disparity at a particular position should be. We detect these conflicts
by performing a left-right consistency check. We label each position 𝐩 by applying the
following rules in turn:

𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 if |𝑑 − 𝐷𝑅(𝐩 − 𝐝)| ≤  for 𝑑 = 𝐷𝐿(𝐩),
𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ if |𝑑 − 𝐷𝑅(𝐩 − 𝐝)| ≤  for any other 𝑑,
𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 otherwise.

For positions marked as occlusion, we want the new disparity value to come from the
background. We interpolate by moving left until we find a position labeled correct and
use its value. For positions marked as mismatch, we find the nearest correct pixels in 
different directions and use the median of their disparities for interpolation. We refer
to the interpolated disparity map as 𝐷INT.
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Subpixel Enhancement

Subpixel enhancement provides an easy way to increase the resolution of a stereo algo-
rithm. We fit a quadratic curve through the neighboring costs to obtain a new disparity
image:

𝐷SE(𝐩) = 𝑑 −
𝐶+ − 𝐶−

(𝐶+ − 𝐶 + 𝐶−)
,

where 𝑑 = 𝐷INT(𝐩),𝐶− = 𝐶SGM(𝐩, 𝑑−),𝐶 = 𝐶SGM(𝐩, 𝑑), and𝐶+ = 𝐶SGM(𝐩, 𝑑+).

Refinement

The final steps of the stereo method consist of a  ×  median filter and the following
bilateral filter:

𝐷BF(𝐩) =


𝑊(𝐩)

𝐪∈𝑁𝐩

𝐷SE(𝐪) ⋅ 𝑔(‖𝐩 − 𝐪‖) ⋅ {|𝐼𝐿(𝐩) − 𝐼𝐿(𝐪)| < blur_threshold},

where 𝑔(𝑥) is the probability density function of a zero mean normal distribution with
standard deviation blur_sigma and 𝑊(𝐩) is the normalizing constant:

𝑊(𝐩) = 
𝐪∈𝑁𝐩

𝑔(‖𝐩 − 𝐪‖) ⋅ {|𝐼𝐿(𝐩) − 𝐼𝐿(𝐪)| < blur_threshold}.

The role of the bilateral filter is to smooth the disparity map without blurring the edges.
𝐷BF is the final output of our stereo method.
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We used three stereo data sets in our experiments: KITTI , KITTI , and
Middlebury. The test set error rates reported in Tables ., ., and . were obtained
by submitting the generated disparity maps to the online evaluation servers, while the
validation error rates were computing using hold-out cross validation, with   of the
examples used for training and   for testing.

. KITTI Stereo Data Set

The KITTI stereo data set [, ] is a collection of rectified image pairs taken from
two video cameras mounted on the roof of a car, roughly  centimeters apart. The
images were recorded while driving in and around the city of Karlsruhe, in sunny and
cloudy weather, at daytime. The images were taken at a resolution of  × . A
rotating laser scanner mounted behind the left camera recorded ground truth depth,
labeling around   of the image pixels.

The ground truth disparities for the test set are withheld and an online leaderboard is
provided where researchers can evaluate their method on the test set. Submissions are
allowed once every three days. Error is measured as the percentage of pixels where the
true disparity and the predicted disparity differ by more than three pixels. Translated
into distance, this means that, for example, the error tolerance is  centimeters for
objects  meters from the camera and  centimeters for objects  meters from the
camera.

Two KITTI stereo data sets exist: KITTI ¹ and, the newer, KITTI ². For
the task of computing stereo they are nearly identical, with the newer data set improv-
ing some aspects of the optical flow task. The  data set contains  training
and  testing images, while the  data set contains  training and  testing
images. There is a subtle but important difference introduced in the newer data set:
vehicles in motion are densely labeled and car glass is included in the evaluation. This
emphasizes the method’s performance on reflective surfaces. A subset of the training
set images, together with ground truth disparity maps, is shown in Figure A. for the
KITTI  data set and in Figure A. for the KITTI  data set.

The best performing methods on the KITTI  data set are listed in Table ..

¹The KITTI  scoreboard: http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_stereo_flow.php?
benchmark=stereo

²The KITTI  scoreboard: http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_scene_flow.php?
benchmark=stereo

http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_stereo_flow.php?benchmark=stereo
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_stereo_flow.php?benchmark=stereo
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_scene_flow.php?benchmark=stereo
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_scene_flow.php?benchmark=stereo
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Table .
The highest ranking methods on the KITTI  data set as of October . The “Setting” column provides insight into
how the disparity map is computed: “F” indicates the use of optical flow, “MV” indicates more than two temporally adjacent
images, and “MS” indicates the use of epipolar geometry for computing the optical flow. The “Error” column reports the
percentage of misclassified pixels and the “Runtime” column measures the time, in seconds, required to process one pair of
images.

Rank Method Setting Error Runtime

 MC-CNN-acrt Accurate architecture . 
 Displets Güney and Geiger [] . 
 MC-CNN Žbontar and LeCun [] . 
 PRSM Vogel et al. [] F, MV . 

MC-CNN-fst Fast architecture . .
 SPS-StFl Yamaguchi et al. [] F, MS . 
 VC-SF Vogel et al. [] F, MV . 
 Deep Embed Chen et al. [] . 
 JSOSM Unpublished work . 
 OSF Menze and Geiger [] F . 
 CoR Chakrabarti et al. [] . 

Our accurate architecture ranks first with an error rate of . . Third place on the
leaderboard is held by our previous work [] with an error rate of . . The two
changes that reduced the error from .  to .  were augmenting the data set
(see Section .) and doubling the number of convolution layers while reducing the
kernel size from  ×  to  × . The method in second place [] uses the matching
cost computed by our previous work []. The test error rate of the fast architecture
is . , which would be enough for fifth place had the method been allowed to
appear in the public leaderboard. The running time for processing a single image pair
is  seconds for the accurate architecture and . seconds for the fast architecture.
Figure . contains a pair of examples from the KITTI  data set, together with
the predictions of our method.

Table . presents the frontrunners on the KITTI  data sets. The error rates
of our methods are .  for the accurate architecture and .  for the fast archi-
tecture, occupying first and second place on the leaderboard. Since one submission
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Figure .
Examples of predicted
disparity maps on the
KITTI  data set.
Note how some regions
of the image (the white
wall in the top example,
and the asphalt in the
bottom example) cause
problems for the census
transform. The fast and
the accurate architecture
perform better, with the
accurate architecture
making fewer mistakes on
average. When comparing
running times note that
our implementation of the
Census transform was not
optimized for speed.

Left input image Right input image Ground truth

Census Error: .  Runtime: . s

Fast architecture Error: .  Runtime: . s

Accurate architecture Error: .  Runtime: . s

Left input image Right input image Ground truth

Census Error: .  Runtime: . s

Fast architecture Error: .  Runtime: . s

Accurate architecture Error: .  Runtime: . s
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Table .
The leading submission on the KITTI  leaderboard as of October . The “Setting”, “Error”, and “Runtime” columns
have the same meaning as in Table ..

Rank Method Setting Error Runtime

 MC-CNN-acrt Accurate architecture . 
MC-CNN-fst Fast architecture . .

 SPS-St Yamaguchi et al. [] . 
 OSF Menze and Geiger [] F . 
 PR-Sceneflow Vogel et al. [] F . 
 SGM+C+NL Hirschmüller [], Sun et al. [] F . 
 SGM+LDOF Brox and Malik [], Hirschmüller [] F . 
 SGM+SF Hirschmüller [], Hornacek et al. [] F . 
 ELAS Geiger et al. [] . .
 OCV-SGBM Hirschmüller [] . .
 SDM Kostková and Sára [] . 

per paper is allowed, only the result of the accurate architecture appears on the public
leaderboard. See Figure . for the disparity maps produced by our method on the
KITTI  data set.

. Middlebury Stereo Data Set

The image pairs of the Middlebury stereo data set are indoor scenes taken under con-
trolled lighting conditions. Structured light was used to measure the true disparities
with higher density and precision than in the KITTI data set. The data sets were
published in five separates works in the years , , , , and 
[, , –]. In this paper, we refer to the Middlebury data set as the con-
catenation of all five data sets; a summary of each is presented in Table .. A subset
of the training set images, together with ground truth disparity maps, is shown in
Figure A..

Each scene in the , , and  data set was taken under a number of
lighting conditions and shutter exposures, with a typical image pair taken under four
lighting conditions and seven exposure settings for a total of  images of the same
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Figure .
Examples of predictions on
the KITTI  data set.
Observe that vehicles in
motion are labeled densely
in the KITTI  data
set. When comparing
running times note that
our implementation of the
Census transform was not
optimized for speed.

Left input image Right input image Ground truth

Census Error: .  Runtime: . s

Fast architecture Error: .  Runtime: . s

Accurate architecture Error: .  Runtime: . s

Left input image Right input image Ground truth

Census Error: .  Runtime: . s

Fast architecture Error: .  Runtime: . s

Accurate architecture Error: .  Runtime: . s
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Table .
A summary of the five Middlebury stereo data sets. The column “Number of Image Pairs” counts only the image pairs for
which ground truth is available. The  and  data sets additionally contain a number of image pairs with ground truth
disparities withheld; these image pairs constitute the test set.

Year Number of Image Pairs Resolution Maximum Disparity

   ×  
   ×  
   ×  
   ×  
   ×  

scene.
An online leaderboard³, similar to the one provided by KITTI, displays a ranked

list of all submitted methods. Participants have only one opportunity to submit their
results on the test set to the public leaderboard. This rule is stricter than the one on the
KITTI data set, where submissions are allowed every three days. The test set contains
 images borrowed from the  and  data sets.

The data set is provided in full, half, and quarter resolution. The error is computed
at full resolution; if the method outputs half or quarter resolution disparity maps, they
are upsampled before the error is computed. We chose to run our method on half
resolution images because of the limited size of the graphic card’s memory available.

Rectifying a pair of images using standard calibration procedures, like the ones
present in the OpenCV library, results in vertical disparity errors of up to nine pix-
els on the Middlebury data set []. Each stereo pair in the  data set is rectified
twice: once using a standard, imperfect approach, and once using precise D corre-
spondences for perfect rectification []. We train the network on imperfectly recti-
fied image pairs, since only two of the fifteen test images (Australia and Crusade) are
rectified perfectly.

The error is measured as the percentage of pixels where the true disparity and the
predicted disparity differ by more than two pixels; this corresponds to an error toler-
ance of one pixel at half resolution. The error on the evaluation server is, by default,

³The Middlebury scoreboard: http://vision.middlebury.edu/stereo/eval3/

http://vision.middlebury.edu/stereo/eval3/
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Table .
The top ten methods on the Middlebury stereo data set as of October . The “Error” column is the weighted average error
after upsampling to full resolution and “Runtime” is the time, in seconds, required to process one pair of images.

Rank Method Resolution Error Runtime

 MC-CNN-acrt Accurate architecture Half . 
 MeshStereo Zhang et al. [] Half . .
 LCU Unpublished work Quarter . 
 TMAP Psota et al. [] Half . 
 IDR Kowalczuk et al. [] Half . .
 SGM Hirschmüller [] Half . .
 LPS Sinha et al. [] Half . .
 LPS Sinha et al. [] Full . .
 SGM Hirschmüller [] Quarter . .
 SNCC Einecke and Eggert [] Half . .

computed only on non-occluded pixels. The final error reported online is the weighted
average over the fifteen test images, with the weights set by the authors of the data set.

Table . contains a snapshot of the third, and newest, version of the Middlebury
leaderboard. Our method ranks first with an error rate of .  and a substantial lead
over the second placed MeshStereo method, whose error rate is . . See Figure .
for disparity maps produced by our method on one image pair from the Middlebury
data set.

. Statistical Significance

We use the procedure recommended by Demšar [] to determine whether the per-
formance of the accurate architecture is significantly better than the performance of
existing approaches. The statistical test operates on a 𝑘 × 𝑁 matrix of scores, where 𝑘
is the number of algorithms and𝑁 is the number of data sets. The error rates are con-
verted into ranks and the average rank for each method is computed. The Friedman
test is used in an attempt to reject the null hypothesis, which states that the algorithms
are equivalent and, therefore, have the same average rank. If the null hypothesis is re-
jected we can proceed with a posthoc analysis. Since we are comparing a single method
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Left input image Right input image Ground truth

Census Error: .  Runtime: . s

Fast architecture Error: .  Runtime: . s

Accurate architecture Error: .  Runtime: . s

Figure .
An example of a particu-
larly difficult image pair
from the Middlebury data
set; the white wall in the
background is practically
textureless. The accurate
architecture is able to
classify most of it cor-
rectly. The fast architecture
doesn’t do as well but
still performs better than
census. When comparing
running times note that
our implementation of the
Census transform was not
optimized for speed.
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to existing approaches we use the Bonferroni-Dunn posthoc test. The critical differ-
ence is computed at 𝛼 = . (see Demšar [] for details). If the average rank of
the proposed method is smaller than the average rank of a competing method by at
least the critical difference, we can conclude that the proposed method is significantly
better.

We would, ideally, compute the error rates of all methods on all datasets, but since
the source code of most methods is not made available, we are limited to the informa-
tion provided by the KITTI and Middlebury websites. Since modern stereo methods
are complicated programs, composed of several complex subroutines, reimplementing
the top performing methods from the description in the paper is not always possible.
Because most authors evaluated their methods on only one of the three stereo data
sets, an analysis across datasets is not possible. Nevertheless, a statistical analysis is pos-
sible within each data set, that is, a separate analysis for KITTI , KITTI ,
and Middlebury. We perform the analysis by treating one stereo test pair as a sepa-
rate dataset. We justify this decision by noting that one stereo pair contains many test
points (up to  million on the Middlebury data set) and therefore provides a reliable
estimate of the algorithms’ performance. A downside of the analysis is that we were
only able to compare the accurate architecture, since we were not able to obtain the
test error rates for the fast architecture due to the limited number of submissions. The
results of the statistical analysis are reported in Table ..

The KITTI website displays the error rates on  out of the  test stereo pairs
for each method. The average ranks are computed based on this information for the
 top-performing methods. On the KITTI  data set our method achieves an
average rank of .. The critical difference is . and we can conclude that MC-
CNN-acrt significantly outperforms the following methods: Deep Embed, JSOSM,
OSF, and CoR. On the KITTI  dataset MC-CNN-acrt achieves an average rank
of .. The critical difference is, again, . and we can conclude that it significantly
outperforms all but the SPS-St method.

The Middlebury website contains the error rates on all  stereo test pairs. How-
ever, since some test pairs contain the same scene with different illumination, the error
rates are not independent. We remove all similar stereo pairs and only use the follow-
ing  test pairs: Austr, Bicyc, Class, Compu, Crusa, Djemb, Hoops, Livgrm, Nkuba,
Plants, and Stairs. On the Middlebury dataset our method achieves an average rank of
. and, with the critical difference being ., is significantly better than all but the
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Table .
The average ranks of the top performing stereo methods on the KITTI , KITTI , and Middlebury data sets. Horizon-
tal lines are used to indicate statistical significance; MC-CNN-acrt is significantly better than all methods that are listed below
the horizontal line.

KITTI  KITTI  Middlebury

Method Avg. Rank Method Avg. Rank Method Avg. Rank

MC-CNN-acrt . MC-CNN-acrt . MC-CNN-acrt .
Displets . SPS-St . MeshStereo .

MC-CNN . OSF . LCU .
PRSM . PR-Sceneflow . TMAP .
SPS-StFl . SGM+C+NL . IDR .
VC-SF . SGM+LDOF . SGM_H .

Deep Embed . SGM+SF . LPS_H .
JSOSM . ELAS . LPS_F .
OSF . OCV-SGBM . SGM_Q .
CoR . SDM . SNCC .

MeshStereo method.
In this section we were able to show that the accurate architecture significantly out-

performs several existing approaches on KITTI , KITTI , or Middlebury,
but the experimental data was insufficient to reach any conclusions regarding the fol-
lowing methods: Displets, PRSM, SPS-StFL, VC-SF, SPS-St, and MeshStereo. We
should emphasize, however, that not being able to detect a significant difference does
not imply that the methods perform equally well.

. Details of Learning

We construct a binary classification data set from all available image pairs in the training
set. The data set contains  million examples on the KITTI ,  million examples
on the KITTI , and  million examples on the Middlebury data set.

At training time, the input to the network was a batch of  pairs of image patches.
At test time, the input was the entire left and right image. We could have used entire
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Table .
The hyperparameter values we used for the fast and accurate architectures (abbreviated “fst” and “acrt”). Note that hyperparam-
eters concerning image intensity values (cbca_intensity and sgm_D) apply to the preprocessed images and not to raw images
with intensity values in the range from  to .

KITTI  KITTI  Middlebury

Hyperparameter fst acrt fst acrt fst acrt

input_patch_size  ×   ×   ×   ×   ×   × 
num_conv_layers      
num_conv_feature_maps      
conv_kernel_size      
num_fc_layers   
num_fc_units   
dataset_neg_low     . .
dataset_neg_high      
dataset_pos     . .
cbca_intensity . . .
cbca_distance   
cbca_num_iterations_1   
cbca_num_iterations_2   
sgm_P1  . . . . .
sgm_P2   . . . .
sgm_Q1      .
sgm_Q2 .     
sgm_V .  . . . .
sgm_D . . . . . .
blur_sigma .  .   .
blur_threshold      
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images during training as well, as it would allow us to implement the speed optimiza-
tions described in Section ... There were several reasons why we preferred to train
on image patches: it was easier to control the batch size, the examples could be shuffled
so that one batch contained patches from several different images, and it was easier to
maintain the same number of positive and negative examples within a batch.

We minimized the loss using mini-batch gradient descent with the momentum term
set to .. We trained for  epochs with the learning rate initially set to . for
the accurate architecture and . for the fast architecture. The learning rate was
decreased by a factor of  on the th epoch. The number of epochs, the initial
learning rate, and the learning rate decrease schedule where treated as hyperparameters
and were optimized with cross-validation. Each image was preprocessed by subtracting
the mean and dividing by the standard deviation of its pixel intensity values. The left
and right image of a stereo pair were preprocessed separately. Our initial experiments
suggested that using color information does not improve the quality of the disparity
maps; therefore, we converted all color images to grayscale.

The post-processing steps of the stereo method were implemented in CUDA [],
the network training was done with the Torch environment [] using the convolution
routines from the cuDNN library []. The OpenCV library [] was used for the
affine transformation in the data augmentation step.

We did not use an algorithm for hyperparameter tuning. Instead, we performed
a manual search of the hyperparameter space, guided by intuition. As an alternative,
several algorithms for hyperparameter optimization were published recently [, ,
, ] and can be used instead. The hyperparameters we selected are shown in
Table ..

. Data Set Augmentation

Augmenting the data set by repeatedly transforming the training examples is a com-
monly employed technique to reduce the network’s generalization error. The transfor-
mations are applied at training time and do not affect the runtime performance. We
randomly rotate, scale and shear the training patches; we also change their brightness
and contrast. Since the transformations are applied to patches after they have been
extracted from the images, the data augmentation step does not alter the ground truth
disparity map or ruin the rectification.

The parameters of the transformation are chosen randomly for each pair of patches,
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and after one epoch of training, when the same example is being presented to the
network for the second time, new random parameters are selected. We choose slightly
different transformation parameters for the left and right image; for example, we would
rotate the left patch by  degrees and the right by . Different data sets benefited
from different types of transformations and, in some cases, using the wrong transfor-
mations increased the error.

On the Middlebury data set we took advantage of the fact that the images were
taken under different lighting conditions and different shutter exposures by training
on all available images. The same data set augmentation parameters were used for the
KITTI  and KITTI  data sets.

The Middlebury test data sets contains two images worth mentioning: Classroom,
where the right image is underexposed and, therefore, darker than the left; and Djembe,
where the left and right images were taken under different light conditions. To handle
these two cases we train,   of the time, on images where either the shutter exposure
or the arrangements of lights are different for the left and right image.

We combat imperfect rectification on the Middlebury data set by including a small
vertical disparity between the left and right image patches.

Before describing the steps of data augmentation, let us introduce some notation: in
the following, a word in typewriter is used to denote the name of a hyperparameter
defining a set, while the same word in italic is used to denote a number drawn randomly
from that set. For example, rotate is a hyperparameter defining the set of possible
rotations and rotate is a number drawn randomly from that set. The steps of data
augmentation are presented in the following list:

Rotate the left patch by rotate degrees and the right patch by rotate+ rotate_diff
degrees.

Scale the left patch by scale and the right patch by scale ⋅ scale_diff.

Scale the left patch in the horizontal direction by horizontal_scale and the right
patch by horizontal_scale ⋅ horizontal_scale_diff.

Shear the left patch in the horizontal direction by horizontal_shear and the right
patch by horizontal_shear + horizontal_shear_diff.

Translate the right patch in the vertical direction by vertical_disparity.
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Table .
The hyperparameters governing data augmentation and how they affect the validation error. The “Error” column reports the
validation error when a particular data augmentation step is not used. The last two rows report validation errors with and
without data augmentation. For example, the validation error on the KITTI  is .  if no data augmentation is used,
.  if all steps except rotation are used, and .  if all data augmentation steps are used.

KITTI  Middlebury

Hyperparameter Range Error Range Error

rotate [−, ] . [−, ] .
scale [., ] .
horizontal_scale [., ] . [., ] .
horizontal_shear [, .] . [, .] .
brightness [, .] . [, .] .
contrast [, .] . [, .] .
vertical_disparity [, ] .
rotate_diff [−, ] .
horizontal_scale_diff [., ] .
horizontal_shear_diff [, .] .
brightness_diff [, .] . [, .] .
contrast_diff [, .] .

No data set augmentation . .
Full data set augmentation . .

Adjust the brightness and contrast by setting the left and right image patches
to:

𝑃𝐿 ← 𝑃𝐿 ⋅ contrast + brightness and

𝑃𝑅 ← 𝑃𝑅 ⋅ (contrast ⋅ contrast_diff) + (brightness + brightness_diff),

with addition and multiplication carried out element-wise where appropriate.

Table . contains the hyperparameters used and measures how each data augmenta-
tion step affected the validation error.

Data augmentation reduced the validation error from .  to .  on the KITTI
 data set and from .  to .  on the Middlebury data set.
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. Runtime

We measure the runtime of our implementation on a computer with a NVIDIA Titan
X graphics processor unit. Table . contains the runtime measurements across a range
of hyperparameter settings for three data sets: KITTI, Middlebury half resolution, and
a new, fictitious data set, called Tiny. The Tiny data set is not a real stereo dataset; it
contains only one image pair comprising two black images of size  × . We run
our method on this data set only to measure its runtime on the kind of images typically
used for autonomous driving or robotics. The sizes of images we measured the runtime
on were:  ×  with  disparity levels for the KITTI data set,  × 
with  disparity levels for the Middlebury data set, and  ×  with  disparity
levels for the Tiny data set.

Table . reveals that the fast architecture is up to  times faster than the accurate
architecture. Furthermore, the running times of the fast architecture are . seconds
on KITTI, . seconds on Middlebury, and . seconds on the Tiny data set. We can
also see that the fully-connected layers are responsible for most of the runtime in the
accurate architecture, as the hyperparameters controlling the number of convolutional
layer and the number of feature maps have only a small effect on the runtime.

Training times depended on the size of the data set and the architecture, but never
exceeded two days.

. Matching Cost

We argue that the low error rate of our method is due to the convolutional neural
network and not a superior stereo method. We verify this claim by replacing the con-
volutional neural network with three standard approaches for computing the matching
cost:

The sum of absolute differences computes the matching by summing the absolute
differences in image intensities between corresponding locations. See Equa-
tion .. We used  ×  patches.

The census transform represents each image position as a bit vector. The size of
this vector is a hyperparameter whose value, after examining several, we set to
. The vector is computed by cropping a  ×  image patch centered around
the position of interest and comparing the intensity values of each pixel in the
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Table .
The time, in seconds, required to compute the matching cost, that is, the time spent in the convolutional neural network
without any post-processing steps. The time does include computing the matching cost twice: once when the left image is
taken to be the reference image and once when the right image is taken to be the reference image. We measure the runtime as a
function of four hyperparameters controlling the network architecture; for example, the first six rows contain the runtime as the
number of convolutional layers in the network increases from one to six. The last row of the table contains the running time for
the entire method, including the post-processing steps. As before, we abbreviate the fast and accurate architectures as “fst” and
“acrt”.

KITTI Middlebury Tiny

Hyperparameter fst acrt fst acrt fst acrt

num_conv_layers

 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .

num_conv_feature_maps

 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .

num_fc_layers

 . . .
 . . .
 . . .
 . . .
 . . .

num_fc_units

 . . .
 . . .
 . . .
 . . .

No stereo method . . . . . .
Full stereo method . . . . . .
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patch to the intensity value of the pixel in the center. When the center pixel is
brighter the corresponding bit is set. See Equation .. The matching cost is
computed as the hamming distance between two census transformed vectors.

Normalized cross-correlation was defined in Equation .. It computes the same
function as the last two layers of the fast architecture (normalization and dot
product). The neighbourhood 𝑁𝐩 was set to a square  ×  window around
𝐩.

The “sad”, “cens”, and “ncc” columns of Table . contain the results of the sum of
absolute differences, the census transform, and normalized cross-correlation on the
KITTI , KITTI , and Middlebury data sets. The validation errors in the
last rows of Table . should be used to compare the five methods. On all three data
sets the accurate architecture performs best, followed by the fast architecture, which in
turn is followed by the census transform. These are the three best performing methods
on all three data sets. Their error rates are . , . , and .  on KITTI
; . , . , and .  on KITTI ; and . , . , and . 
on Middlebury. The sum of absolute differences and the normalized cross-correlation
matching costs produce disparity maps with larger errors. For a visual comparison of
our method and the census transform see Figures ., ., and ..

. Stereo Method

The stereo method includes a number of post-processing steps: cross-based cost aggre-
gation, semiglobal matching, interpolation, subpixel enhancement, a median, and a
bilateral filter. Disparity maps obtained by terminating the stereo method after each
post-processing step are displayed in Figure ..

We ran a set of experiments in which we exclude each of the aforementioned steps
and recorded the validation error (see Table .). The last two rows of Table . allude
to the importance of the post-processing steps of the stereo method. We see that, if
all post-processing steps are removed, the validation error of the accurate architecture
increases from .  to .  on KITTI , from .  to .  on KITTI
, and from .  to .  on Middlebury.

Out of all post-processing steps of the stereo method, semiglobal matching affects
the validation error the strongest. If we remove it, the validation error increases from
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Table .
The numbers measure validation error when a particular post-processing step is excluded from the stereo method. The last two
rows of the tables should be interpreted differently: they contain the validation error of the raw convolutional neural network
and the validation error after the complete stereo method. For example, if we exclude semiglobal matching, the fast architecture
achieves an error rate of .  on the KITTI  data set and an error rate of .  after applying the full stereo method.
We abbreviate the method names as “fst” for the fast architecture, “acrt” for the accurate architecture, “sad” for the sum of
absolute differences, “cens” for the census transform, and “ncc” for the normalized cross-correlation matching cost.

KITTI 

fst acrt sad cens ncc

Cross-based cost aggregation . . . . .
Semiglobal matching . . . . .
Interpolation . . . . .
Subpixel Enhancement . . . . .
Median filter . . . . .
Bilateral filter . . . . .

No stereo method . . . . .
Full stereo method . . . . .

KITTI 

fst acrt sad cens ncc

Cross-based cost aggregation . . . . .
Semiglobal matching . . . . .
Interpolation . . . . .
Subpixel Enhancement . . . . .
Median filter . . . . .
Bilateral filter . . . . .

No stereo method . . . . .
Full stereo method . . . . .

Middlebury

fst acrt sad cens ncc

Cross-based cost aggregation . . . . .
Semiglobal matching . . . . .
Interpolation . . . . .
Subpixel Enhancement . . . . .
Median filter . . . . .
Bilateral filter . . . . .

No stereo method . . . . .
Full stereo method . . . . .
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Figure .
Comparison of disparity
maps produced by different
post-processing steps.

Step Image or disparity map

Left input image

Convolutional neural network

Cross-based cost aggregation

Semiglobal matching

Left-right consistency check

Subpixel enhancement

Median filter

Bilateral filter
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Table .
The validation error as a function of training set size.

KITTI  KITTI  Middlebury

Data Set Size () fst acrt fst acrt fst acrt

 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .

.  to .  on KITTI , from .  to .  on KITTI , and from
.  to .  on Middlebury.

We did not use the left-right consistency check to eliminate errors in occluded re-
gions on the Middlebury data set. The error rate increased from .  to .  using
the left-right consistency check on the accurate architecture, which is why we decided
to remove it.

. Data Set Size

We used a supervised learning approach to measure the similarity between image patches.
It is, therefore, natural to ask how does the size of the data set affect the quality of the
disparity maps. To answer this question, we retrain our networks on smaller training
sets obtained by selecting a random set of examples (see Table .).

We observe that the validation error decreases as we increase the number of training
examples. These experiments suggest a simple strategy for improving the results of our
stereo method: collect a larger data set.

. Transfer Learning

Up to this point the training and validation sets were created from the same stereo data
set, either KITTI , KITTI , or Middlebury. To evaluate the performance of
our method in the transfer learning setting, we run experiments where the validation
error is computed on a different data set than the one used for training. For example,
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Table .
The validation error when the training and test sets differ. For example, the validation error is .  when the Middlebury
data set is used for training the fast architecture and the trained network is tested on the KITTI  data set.

Test Set

KITTI  KITTI  Middlebury

fst acrt fst acrt fst acrt

Training Set
KITTI  . . . . . .
KITTI  . . . . . .
Middlebury . . . . . .

we would use the Middlebury data set to train the matching cost neural network and
evaluate its performance on the KITTI  data set. These experiments give us some
idea of the expected performance in a real-world application, where it isn’t possible to
train a specialized network because no ground truth is available. The results of these
experiments are shown in Table ..

Some results in Table . were unexpected. For example, the validation error on
KITTI  is lower when using the Middlebury training set compared to the KITTI
 training set, even though the KITTI  data set is obviously more similar
to KITTI  than Middlebury. Furthermore, the validation error on KITTI 
is lower when using the fast architecture instead of the accurate architecture when
training on KITTI .

The matching cost neural network trained on the Middlebury data set transfers well
to the KITTI data sets. Its validation error is similar to the validation errors obtained
by networks trained on the KITTI data sets.

. Hyperparameters

Searching for a good set of hyperparameters is a daunting task—with the search space
growing exponentially with the number of hyperparameters and no gradient to guide
us. To better understand the effect of each hyperparameter on the validation error, we
conduct a series of experiments where we vary the value of a one hyperparameter while
keeping the others fixed. The results are shown in Table . and can be summarized
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Table .
Validation errors computed across a range of hyperparameter settings.

KITTI  KITTI  Middlebury

Hyperparameter fst acrt fst acrt fst acrt

num_conv_layers

 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .

num_conv_feature_maps

 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .

num_fc_layers

 . . .
 . . .
 . . .
 . . .
 . . .

num_fc_units

 . . .
 . . .
 . . .
 . . .

dataset_neg_low

. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .

dataset_neg_high

 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .
 . . . . . .

dataset_pos

. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
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by observing that increasing the size of the network improves the generalization per-
formance, but only up to a point, when presumably, because of the size of the data set,
the generalization performance starts do decrease.

Note that the num_conv_layers hyperparameter implicitly controls the size of the
image patches. For example, a network with one convolutional layer with × kernels
compares image patches of size  × , while a network with five convolutional layers
compares patches of size  × .

While this dissertation might give the impression that in order to get good results
with neural networks it is necessary to search over a large space of architecture choices,
possible loss functions, and hyperparameter values; and a large portion of my research
time was, in fact, spent exploring this space. However, the following facts must not be
overlooked:

The neural network for stereo is quite robust with respect to the values of hyperpa-
rameters.

Consider the accurate architecture on the KITTI  dataset in Table ..
The validation error ranges from .  to .  for all tested values of the
following hyperparameters: num_fc_units, dataset_neg_high, dataset_-
neg_low and num_fc_units. The difference between the worst and best per-
forming networks in this case is marginal and only worth optimizing in a “com-
petition setting”.

The parameters that can produce networks with high validation errors are num_-
conv_layers, num_conv_feature_maps, and num_fc_layers. We observed
that the only networks with a high validation error were networks with less than
three convolutional layers, less than three fully-connected layers, or networks
with a small number of feature maps.

The search over the space of hyperparameters is not unique to neural networks.

The hyperparameter search problem would still be present if we used other su-
pervised machine learning algorithms, for example logistic regression or support
vector machines, instead of neural networks. In logistic regression we would
have to choose the type and strength of regularization; in support vector ma-
chines the hyperparameters are the type and shape of the kernel and the strength
of regularization. For example, Hsu et al. [] recommended a brute-force
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grid-search approach for fitting these two hyperparameters for support vector
machines.

Most hyperparameters control the behaviour of the stereo method and not the neural
network.

Consider all  hyperparameters listed in Table .. The first six hyperparame-
ters control the neural network, the next three are used for the dataset construc-
tion step, and the last twelve hyperparameters are used by the stereo method.
From an engineering point of view, the stereo method was much harder to get
working than the neural network training.
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We presented two convolutional neural network architectures for learning a similarity
measure on image patches and applied them to the problem of stereo matching.

The source code of our implementation is available online at https://github.
com/jzbontar/mc-cnn. The online repository contains procedures for computing
the disparity map, training the network, as well as the post-processing steps of the
stereo method.

The accurate architecture produces disparity maps with lower error rates than any
previously published method on the KITTI , KITTI , and Middlebury data
sets. The fast architecture computes the disparity maps up to  times faster than the
accurate architecture with only a small increase in error. These results suggest that
convolutional neural networks are well suited for computing the stereo matching cost
even for applications that require real-time performance.

The fact that a relatively simple convolutional neural network outperformed all pre-
vious methods on the well-studied problem of stereo is a rather important demonstra-
tion of the power of modern machine learning approaches.

. Scientific Contributions

The main scientific contributions of this thesis are two new methods for computing
the stereo matching cost. The contributions are itemized in the following list:

The accurate architecture—a convolutional neural network for computing the stereo
matching cost optimized for accuracy.

The accurate architecture consists of two convolutional sub-network that ex-
tract feature vectors from small image patches. The feature vectors are forward-
propagated through a multi-layer neural network that computes their similarity.
The accurate architecture is trained on the KITTI and Middlebury stereo data
sets to produce a good matching cost. Several post-processing steps are applied
to improve the quality of the disparity maps. The error rates of the accurate ar-
chitecture are .  on KITTI , .  on KITTI , and .  on
the Middlebury data set. At the time of publication (November ), these
were the lowest error rates on all three data sets.

The proposed method was orally presented in the Reconstruction Meets Recog-
nition Challenge workshop at the European Conference on Computer Vision

https://github.com/jzbontar/mc-cnn
https://github.com/jzbontar/mc-cnn
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 in Zurich and was published in the Computer Vision and Pattern Recog-
nition conference  [], which took place in Boston. An improved ver-
sion of the accurate architecture is described in our Journal of Machine Learning
Research paper in  [].

The fast architecture—a convolutional neural network for computing the stereo
matching cost optimized for speed.

The accurate architecture produces precise disparity maps, however its range
of application is limited to those that do not require real-time processing. Af-
ter analyzing the network, we discovered that most of the time is spent in the
multi-layer neural network with only a small fraction of time spent in the convo-
lutional sub-networks. By replacing the multi-layer neural network with a fast
operation—the dot product—we were able to compute the disparity maps up
to  times faster. The error rates of the fast architecture are .  on KITTI
, .  on KITTI , and .  on the Middlebury stereo data set.
On small  ×  resolution images with  disparity levels the output of
the fast architecture is computed in  milliseconds, which is  times faster
compared with the . seconds required by the accurate architecture.

The fast architecture was first presented in our Journal of Machine Learning
Research paper in  [].

The source code of both methods was made available under a permissive free software
license.

The source code of both the fast and the accurate architecture is available on-
line at https://github.com/jzbontar/mc-cnn under the permissive BSD
licence. Several groups already use it in their work [–, , ] and outperform
our method on the KITTI and Middlebury data sets. At the time of writing
(April ), the most accurate stereo methods on both the KITTI [] and
Middlebury [] data sets use our code to compute the stereo matching cost.
Releasing the source code was an important contribution to the field as it al-
lowed other researchers to build on our work and push the boundaries of stereo
matching.

The proposed stereo methods were thoroughly tested and compared with existing
approaches. We evaluated different data augmentation steps, measured the runtime

https://github.com/jzbontar/mc-cnn
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over many hyperparameter settings, compared the error rate against established match-
ing cost functions, evaluated the effect of each step of the post-processing, simulated
experiments on smaller data sets, measured the network’s performance on the transfer
learning setting by training on one data set and testing on a different data set, and
compared many different hyperparameter settings.
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Figure A.
Images and ground truth
disparity maps from the
KITTI  data set.
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Figure A.
Disparity maps produced
by the fast architecture on
examples from the KITTI
 data set.
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Figure A.
Disparity maps produced
by the accurate architecture
on examples from the
KITTI  data set.
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Figure A.
Images and ground truth
disparity maps from the
KITTI  data set.
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Figure A.
Disparity maps produced
by the fast architecture on
examples from the KITTI
 data set.
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Figure A.
Disparity maps produced
by the accurate architecture
on examples from the
KITTI  data set.
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Figure A.
Images and ground truth
disparity maps from the
Middlebury data set.
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Figure A.
Disparity maps produced
by the fast architecture
on examples from the
Middlebury data set.
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Figure A.
Disparity maps produced
by the accurate architecture
on examples from the
Middlebury data set.
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 B Razširjeni povzetek J. Žbontar

Z dvema kamerama, ki se razlikujeta le v vodoravni legi, ob istem času zajamemo dve
sliki, levo in desno. Za vsak slikovni element leve slike želimo izračunati neskladnost,
𝑑. Neskladnost je razlika v vodoravni legi predmetov na levi in desni sliki – predmet,
ki se na levi sliki nahaja na koordinatah (𝑥, 𝑦), se na desni sliki nahaja na koordinatah
(𝑥 − 𝑑, 𝑦). Če poznamo neskladnost predmeta, lahko njegovo globino, 𝑧, izračunamo
z uporabo sledeče enačbe:

𝑧 = 𝑓𝐵
𝑑 , (B.)

kjer 𝑓 označuje goriščno razdaljo kamer, 𝐵 označuje razdaljo med kamerama in globina,
𝑧, predstavlja razdaljo predmeta od slikovne ravnine.

B. Nevronske Mreže

Nevronske mreže so družine modelov sestavljene iz več medsebojno povezanih proces-
nih enot ali nevronov [, , , ]. Nevron ima eno ali več vhodnih povezav in
eno izhodno povezavo. Vhodne povezave so lahko izhodi drugih nevronov ali vhodni
podatki, medtem ko so izhodne povezave lahko vhodi drugih nevronov ali predstavl-
jajo izhod nevronske mreže. Vsak nevron izračuna uteženo vsoto števil na vhodu, vsoto
preslika z nelinearno preslikavo in rezultat pošlje na izhod.

Različne arhitekture nevronski mrež delimo glede na to kako so nevroni med seboj
povezani. V pričujočem delu se bomo osredotočili na večnivojske usmerjene nevronske
mreže, v katerih so nevroni razdeljeni v več nivojev. Izhodi nevronov prvega nivoja so
vhodi nevronov drugega nivoja, izhodi nevronov drugega nivoja so vhodi nevronov
tretjega nivoja in tako dalje.

Večnivojska usmerjena nevronska mreža z𝑁 nivoji je funkcija, ki slikaℝ𝐷 vℝ𝐷𝑁 ,
kjer𝐷 označuje dimenzijo vhodnega vektorja,𝐷𝑁 označuje dimenzijo izhodnega vek-
torja in 𝐷𝑘, za 𝑘 = ,… ,𝑁 − , označuje število nevronov v 𝑘-tem nivoju. Funkcija
večnivojske nevronske mreže je kompozitum funkcij na posameznih nivojih in je do-
ločena s sledečo enačbo:

𝑦(𝐱) = (𝑓(𝑁) ∘ … ∘ 𝑓())(𝐱), (B.)

kjer z 𝐱 označimo vhodni vektor, z 𝑓(𝑘) pa funkcijo 𝑘-tega nivoja. 𝑘-ti nivo nevronske
mreže je funkcija, ki slika ℝ𝐷𝑘− v ℝ𝐷𝑘 , in je definirana z enačbo

𝑓(𝑘)𝑗 (𝐱) = ℎ(
𝐷𝑘−

𝑖=

𝑤(𝑘)𝑗𝑖 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑤
(𝑘)
𝑗 ), (B.)
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kjer 𝑓(𝑘)𝑗 označuje 𝑗-ti element izračunanega vektorja, 𝑥𝑖 označuje 𝑖-to komponento
vhodnega vektorja, 𝑤(𝑘)𝑗𝑖 ∈ ℝ označuje utež in ℎ označuje izbrano nelinearno pres-
likavo. V našem delu smo uporabili ℎ𝑖(𝐱) = (, 𝑥𝑖). Ker so nevroni nekega nivoja
povezani z vsemi nevroni predhodnega nivoja pravimo takim nivojem polnopovezani.

Uteži nevronske mreže določimo z učenjem. Predpostavimo, da imamo na voljo
učno množico – množico parov {(𝑥(𝑖), 𝑦(𝑖)); 𝑖 = ,… ,𝑚} – in funkcijo napake 𝐸(𝐰),
ki napovedi nevronske mreže primerja z želenimi izhodi 𝑦(𝑖). Učenje nevronske mreže
je optimizacijski postopek katerega cilj je določiti vrednost uteži tako, da bo funkcija
napake na učni množici čim manjša. Pogosto se za učenje uteži uporabi metoda gradi-
entnega spusta. Na začetku vrednosti uteži nastavimo naključno, nato pa ponavljamo
sledeči korak:

𝐰(𝜏+) = 𝐰(𝜏) − 𝜂∇𝐸(𝐰(𝜏)), (B.)

kjer 𝐰(𝜏) označuje vrednost uteži na koraku 𝜏, 𝜂 >  prilagaja hitrost učenja in
∇𝐸(𝐰(𝜏)) označuje gradient funkcije napake v točki𝐰(𝜏). Gradient napake izračunamo
z algoritmom vzvratnega razširjanja [], ki z dosledno uporabo verižnega pravila za
odvajanje in dinamičnega programiranja na učinkovit način izračuna gradient funkcije
napake.

Konvolucijske nevronske mreže [] so večnivojske nevronske mreže, pri katerih je
vsaj en nivo konvolucijski. Konvolucijski nivo lahko uporabimo, ko je vhod podan v
obliki strukturirane mreže. Primeri takšnega vhoda so zvočni zapis, slika in film. Kon-
volucijski nivo se od polnopovezanega razlikuje v dveh ključnih točkah: () nevroni
so povezan le z nekaterimi nevroni predhodnega nivoja in () na vseh lokacija znotraj
nivoja so uporabljene enake uteži.

B. Stereo Vid

Stereo vid je problem rekonstrukcije D modela prizora posnetega z dvema ali več
kamerami.

B.. Geometrijske Osnove

Analitični model kamere, ki ga v tem delu predpostavimo je kamera s točkasto odprtino.
Transformacijo med točkami v prostoru in njihovo projekcijo opišemo z enačbo:

𝐱 = 𝙿𝐗, (B.)
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kjer je 𝐗 ∈ ℝ poljubna točka v prostoru, 𝐱 ∈ ℝ je njena projekcija – obe točki sta
predstavljeni v homogenih koordinatah – in 𝙿 ∈ ℝ× je projekcijska matrika.

Predpostavimo, da z dvema kamerama opazujemo točko v prostoru 𝐗. Naj se točka
𝐗 preslika v točko 𝐱 na prvi sliki in točko 𝐱′ na drugi sliki. Velja torej 𝐱 = 𝙿𝐗 in
𝐱′ = 𝙿′𝐗, kjer je 𝙿 projekcijska matrika prve kamere in 𝙿′ projekcijska matrika druge
kamere. Temeljna matrika 𝙵 ∈ ℝ× opiše relacijo med točkama 𝐱 in 𝐱′ in sicer mora
veljati:

𝐱′𝑇𝙵𝐱 = . (B.)

Temeljno matriko lahko uporabimo tudi za izračun epipremice:

𝐥′ = 𝙵𝐱. (B.)

Za točko 𝐱′ velja, da leži na epipremici 𝐥′,

𝐱′𝑇 𝐥′ = . (B.)

Temeljno matriko izračunamo v postopku kalibracije kamer. Enačbi B. in B. sta za
metode stereo vida izjemno pomembni, saj iskanje korespondenčne točke omejita na
iskanje po epipremici.

B.. Cena Ujemanja

Razvoj računskih metod za problem stereo vida se je začel okoli leta . Barnard
in Fischler [] opišeta metode razvite v sedemdesetih letih, Dhond in Aggarwal []
pa metode iz osemdesetih let. Dva novejša pregledna članka s področja sta izšla leta
 avtorjev Scharstein in Szeliski [] in leta  avtorja Brown s sodelavci [].
Dober pregled področja je predstavljen v knjigi Computer Vision: Algorithms and Ap-
plications [].

Funkcija za izračun cene ujemanja je funkcija, ki dve slikovni zaplati slika v realno
število – ceno ujemanja. Cena ujemanja naj bo nizka natanko tedaj, ko je srednji
element zaplat projekcija iste D točke.

V doktorski disertaciji opišemo in analiziramo sledeče metode za izračun cene uje-
manja: metodo absolutnih razlik, vsoto absolutnih razlik, Birchfield-Tomasi [], metodo
mean filter, Laplacian of Gaussian, metodo BilSub avtorjev Ansar et al. [], metodo
ZSAD, metodo NCC in ZNCC, metodo Rank Filter avtorjev Zabih in Woodfil [],
metodo Soft Rank Filter, Census avtorjev Zabih and Woodfil [], metodo Ordinal
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measure avtorja Bhat et al. [] in mero podobnosti, ki temelji na entropiji in sta jo
predlagala Viola and Wells [].

Natančnost naštetih metod ovrednotimo na stereo podatkovni množici Middlebury
in ugotovimo, da je metoda Census najnatančnejša. Zato metodo, ki smo jo razvili
tekom doktorske disertacije primerjamo tudi z metodo Census.

B. Konvolucijske Nevronske Mreže za Izračun Cene Ujemanja

Postopek za izračun globinske slike iz dveh kamer, ki temelji na uporabi konvoluci-
jskih nevronskih mrež, je glavni doprinos pričujoče doktorske disertacije. Eden od
pomembnejših korakov slehernega postopka za iskanje globinske slike je izračun cene
ujemanja. V doktorski disertaciji pokažemo, da se lahko funkcijo za izračun cene uje-
manja naučimo na množici označenih primerov z algoritmom nadzorovanega strojnega
učenja.

Stereo podatkovne množice, na primer KITTI in Middlebury, sestojijo iz para slik
in pravilne globinske slike. V podatkovni množici KITTI je pravilna globinska slika
pridobljena z aktivnim senzorjem LIDAR, medtem ko je v podatkovni množici Mid-
dlebury izračunana z metodo strukturirane svetlobe.

Prvi korak predlagane metode je izgradnja učne množice za razvrščanje v dva razreda.
Vsak učni primer je sestavljen iz para slikovnih zaplat, velikost  ×  ali  × 
slikovnih elementov. Ena slikovna zaplata je izrezana iz leve slike, druga iz desne slike.
Razred učnega primera je določen glede na to ali sta slikovni zaplati v korespondenci.
Na vsaki točki slike kjer poznamo pravilno neskladnost pridelamo dva učna primer.
Prvi pripada pozitivnemu razredu, drugi pa negativnemu. Pozitivni primer dobimo
tako, da slikovni zaplati izrežemo glede na pravilno neskladnost, negativnega pa tako,
da pravilno neskladnost namenoma pokvarimo. Učna množica vsebuje  milijonov
primerov, če za izgradnjo uporabimo podatkovno množico KITTI, oziroma  mili-
jonov primerov, če uporabimo podatkovno množico Middlebury.

Za učenje preslikave uporabimo konvolucijsko nevronsko mrežo. V doktorski dis-
ertaciji opišemo dve arhitekturi mreže: prva izračuna globinsko sliko tudi do  krat
hitreje od druge, vendar je globinska slika izračunana z drugo arhitekturo v povprečju
bolj natančna.

Hitra arhitektura (fast architecture) temelji na siamski mreži []. Dve konvolucijski
nevronski mreži, z enakimi utežmi, vhodni slikovni zaplati preslikata v vektorja značilk.
Podobnost slikovnih zaplat izračunamo s kosinusom kota med vektorjema značilk.
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Točna arhitektura nevronske mreže (accurate architecture) je podobna prvi. Slikovni
zaplati z dvema konvolucijskima nevronskima mrežama predstavimo z vektorjem značilk.
Vektorja značilk staknemo in posredujemo večnivojski usmerjeni nevronski mreži, ki
je odgovorna za izračun podobnosti med vhodnima slikovnima zaplatama.

V disertaciji opišemo tudi učinkovit postopek za izračun globinske slike z opisan-
ima arhitekturama. Izhod nevronske mreže obdelamo s številnimi koraki, ki popravijo
globinsko sliko. Metode, ki smo jih uporabili za obdelavo izhoda nevronske mreže so
sledeči: Cross-based Cost Aggregation avtorja Zhang et al. [], Semiglobal Matching
avtorja Hirschmüller [], Left-Right Consistency Check in Subpixel Enhancement.

B. Rezultati

Natančnost pridelane globinske slike primerjamo z ostalimi, že uveljavljenimi, meto-
dami na stereo podatkovnih množica KITTI , KITTI  in Middlebury.

Za množico testnih primerov nimamo pravilne globinske slike. Izhod naše metode
ovrednotimo tako, da izračunane globinske slike naložimo na spletni strežnik (KITTI
¹, KITTI ² in Middlebury³), ki izračuna in vrne stopnjo natančnosti. Na-
paka globinske slike je razmerje slikovnih elementov kjer je absolutna razlika med
napovedano neskladnostjo in pravilno neskladnostjo manjša ali enaka trem slikovnim
elementom na podatkih KITTI, oziroma manjša ali enaka enemu slikovnemu ele-
mentu na podatkih Middlebury. Napaka hitre arhitekture je ,  na KITTI ,
,  na KITTI  in ,  na podatkovni množici Middlebury, medtem ko je
napaka točne arhitekture ,  na KITTI , ,  na KITTI  in ,  na
podatkovni množici Middlebury. Ob času oddaje članka (oktober ) je bila naša
metoda najnatančnejša na vseh treh podatkovnih množicah. Ob času pisanje doktorske
disertacije (april ) pa so na prvih mestih metode, ki temeljijo na naši [–, , ].

B. Zaključek

Predstavili smo dve arhitekturi za učenje mere podobnosti na slikovnih zaplatah, ki
temeljita na uporabi globokih konvolucijskih nevronskih mrež. Naučeni meri podob-
nosti smo uporabili za izračun cene ujemanja pri problemu stereo vida.

¹http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_stereo_flow.php?benchmark=stereo
²http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_scene_flow.php?benchmark=stereo
³http://vision.middlebury.edu/stereo/eval3/

http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_stereo_flow.php?benchmark=stereo
http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_scene_flow.php?benchmark=stereo
http://vision.middlebury.edu/stereo/eval3/
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Globinske slike izračunane z natančno arhitekturo dosežejo v povprečju manjšo na-
pako od vseh objavljenih metod na stereo podatkovnih množicah KITTI , KITTI
, in Middlebury. Siamska arhitektura je tudi do  krat hitrejša od natančne
arhitekture, le z majhno izgubo točnosti globinskih slik. Predstavljeni rezultati dokazu-
jejo, da so konvolucijske nevronske mreže primerne za izračun cene ujemanja in uporabne
tudi v sistemih za delo v realnem času.

B. Prispevki k Znanosti

Najpomembnejša prispevka k znanosti sta metodi za izračun cene ujemanja pri prob-
lemu stereo vida. Prispevki so našteti v sledečem seznamu:

Točna arhitektura – konvolucijska nevronska mreža za izračun cene ujemanja s
poudarkom na natančnosti izračunane globinske slike.

Točna arhitektura je sestavljena iz dveh konvolucijskih nevronskih mrež za izračun
vektorja značilk in večnivojske usmerjene nevronske mreže za izračun podob-
nosti. Predstavljeno metodo smo ovrednotili na treh podatkovnih množicah:
KITTI , KITTI  in Middlebury. Povprečne napake globinske slike
so .  na podatkovni množici KITTI , .  na podatkovni množici
KITTI  in .  na podatkovni množici Middlebury. Naša metoda je
bila ob času objave (november ) najnatančnejša med vsemi objavljenimi
metodami na vseh treh podatkovnih množica.

Predlagana metoda je bila predstavljena na delavnici Reconstruction Meets Recog-
nition Challenge konference European Conference on Computer Vision leta 
v Zürichu in objavljena na konferenci Computer Vision and Pattern Recogni-
tion, ki je potekala v Bostonu leta  []. Izboljšana različica metode je
opisana v članku, ki je bil sprejet v objavo v reviji Journal of Machine Learning
Research [].

Hitra arhitektura – konvolucijska nevronska mreža za izračun cene ujemanja s
poudarkom na hitrosti izvajanja.

Globinska slika izračunana s točno arhitekturo je zelo natančna, ampak je,
zaradi časa potrebnega za njen izračun, njihova uporaba omejena. Po temeljiti
analizi izvajanja mreže smo ugotovili, da se večina časa porabi v večnivojski
usmerjeni nevronski mreži. Ko smo večnivojsko usmerjeno nevronsko mrežo
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zamenjali s hitro operacijo – s skalarnim produktom – se je čas izvajanja zman-
jšal, tudi za  krat. Povprečne napake globinske slike so .  na podatkovni
množici KITTI , .  na podatkovni množici KITTI  in . 
na podatkovni množici Middlebury. Na slikah velikosti  ×  slikovnih
elementov z  nivoji neskladnosti hitra arhitektura za izračun potrebuje 
milisekund, kar je  krat manj od natančne arhitekture, ki za izračun potre-
buje . sekunde.

Predlagana metoda je predstavljena v članku, ki je bil sprejet v objavo v reviji
Journal of Machine Learning Research [].

Izvorna koda obeh metod je prosto dostopna in objavljena pod dovolilno licenco.

Objavili smo izvorno kodo obeh metod. Dostopna je na naslovu https://

github.com/jzbontar/mc-cnn in je na voljo pod dovolilno licenco BSD.
Izvorno kodo v svojem delu že sedaj uporabljajo druge raziskovalne skupine
[–, , ]. Ob času pisanja (april ) so na podatkovnih množica KITTI
in Middlebury najnatančnejše metode, ki za izračun cene ujemanja uporabljajo
našo izvorno kodo.

https://github.com/jzbontar/mc-cnn
https://github.com/jzbontar/mc-cnn
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